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FOREWORD

In response to a request of the Third Ministerial Meeting-on Science
in March 1968, the Council of the GECD decided to undertake the follow
ing report on the conditions for success in technological innovation.
The report attempts to identify the factors influencing the process of
technological. innovation by analysing the results of empirical research
on the subject undertaken over the past ten years, and it discusses im
plications for national policy.

The report is the latest of a number of studies, which have been
prepared under the direction of the OECD's Committee for Science
Policy, on the relationships between science, technology and the econ
omy, and is an immediate sequel to the series published under the gen
eral title, "Gaps in Technology". Its approach is essentially the same
as these previous OEeD studies. It throws new light on certain policy
problems I and identifies other areas where further information and
analysis are required.

The main focus of the report is technological innovation in re-sponse
to industrial and individual needs - in other words, innovation which
lays the basis for economic growth, and which responds to changing
patterns of consumer requirements. The promotion of such innovation
will continue to be an important objective of national policy in future.
And a better understanding of the factors behind successful innovation
will help policy makers identify action which can be taken to make tech
nological innovation more responsible to the increasingly "s ocial" and
"qualitative" objectives of economic growth.

The report was written by Keith Pavitt, with the assistance of

"Salomon"Wald",ho"was";J;espon~ipl~JQr"'!~i!);L!JlHL!!lLI!ll',£E!,"""~~"!!l"::E~"
staff memberaof the Directorate fo'r Scientific Affairs of the GECD.
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SUMMARY OF .MAIN CONCLUSIONS OF THE REPORT

RELEVANCE TO SCIENCE AND ECONOMIC POLICIES

Technological :innovationis defined here as the ff.rat application of
science and technology ina new way, wtth.commerctal-euccess. -Fos
tering technological innovation 'is an important .objective of national
~cience poltcyvstnce :collsidera1?le ,801entifi9 and technological resources
are devoted to innovative acttvtttes. '

Furthermore, technological innovation makes a stgntttcantcontrt
button to' compettttve-strengthin -international markets, and.the diffusion
of:innovation amongst-itspotenti'alpopulation of,users to economte.growth
in all Member countries. The 'pressures for technological' innovation
and dtffusfon will continue to' be strongasIong as, economic growth :and
international competitiveness care important.policy objectives' in the
Member 'countrtes•. 'I'he rrepo rtta analysis is concentrated on techno
logical innovation rather than on diffusion, mainly because of the rela
tive lack of empirical information on the latter,

SOME;CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INNOVATIVE SYSTEM

The Essential Components

Successful technological" innovation' always -requtres the: existence
of three factors: scientific and tecbnologicalcapability, market demand,
and an agent which transforms this capability into .goods and services·

····~hic~csafrsfyi:neaemaD.a:;Iiitb1iOECD":q01IDtfteSi'th1s·agent-;s·the·'.'C' ..
mdustrta.l.frrm , the-pressures' and indentives:-being:competition'and·'
profit, mainly through product innovations but.also.through cost"

'~i'educing-process innovations ~
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The roles of large and 'small firms are interdependent because
small' firms are often started by scientists and engineers with previous
experience in large firms. Sometimes the establishment of these "spin
off" firms has been actively encouraged by large firms. Sometimes
it has happened by default. Small science-based firms. flourished
.ea,:rlieF in the U. S.A. than Jn other Member countries, .partly. because
of a morefavourable market and financial: environment, and of ,a greater
degree .ofpersonal.mobtltty.

Finally, the roles of large and small firms are ever changing. As
a technology matures, in one sector , scale factors tend to become more
important. Bll~"asone. tochnology.maturcs , another enters ~ period of
growth, thereby opening other and new opportunities for, smaller ffrms.
Hence the need for- mobtltty.andflexibiltty of innovative .resourcea ~ and
particularly skilled manpower and cap ital -inorder to respond to the
ever changing ,?pportunitiesandrequire.lll;el}~sof technological. innovation.

The Size of National Markets

Studies in the USA. have suggested that-the size and sophistication
of the U. S. market has been a key factor In the innovative. strength of
U. S.industry. However-, this explanation does not appear to hold for
all Membercountiies. There are countrie.s with very smallnational
ma'rkets , but also with the. technological .and entrepreneurtal .capabiHtiea
enabling them torespond.todemands for Innovation.on world markets,
However, overcoming barriers to national markets has its costsvand
can reduce the rewards and returns to successful innovators. In par
ticular, the penetration of foreigngovernment markets appears to have
been particularly difficult, and to have had important effects on patterns
of 'innovaliVe'performance· in certain eector-s. '

The· Management of Innovation

Technological innovation poses many dlfftcult and sometimes novel
problems to management, given the uncertatnttes and long time horizons
involved, and given the need for communtcations across disciplinary
and functional boundaries. Hence the need for "entrepreneurial" orga
nisational forms, with flexible definitions of responsibilities and large
possibilities for Iateral-communtcatfon, capable of evaluating and re
sponding tonew .; and oftenunforeseen >- technical and 'market crrcum
stances. Hence also the need' for topmanagernent"scoinmitrrient to
taking risks.

§tudya!'~teacl1in~sl'ecifisally.r"l.~te.~.t?.~~".p):?c,,~~~~I~Q~~tiQn
"';;y be particular'ly valuable":' for bOth research'worKers and"manage~,§"::;

given the difficulties of applying successfully many of the conventional
management techniques. Furthermore, the increasingly worldwide com
petitiv8 and' market envtronmentwithln which technological tnnovation
takes place requires a careful definition of the role 'of R and Rinachieving
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environment and objectives, and not enoughis known about the impact
of various components ofgovernment policy. Nonetheless, successful,
national innovative systems appear to be bound up with strong fundamen
tal research coupled with a capability in industrial R and D, orientation
towards world markets, and flexible structures and methods which
ensure that multiple channels are kept open for the creation, transfer and
application of technology.

The Deployment of R and D Resources

Even where variations in' absolute size are taken into account,
there are big differences amongst Member countries in the level of
resources devoted to Rand D performed in industry, For R and D
financed by industry, the differences are smaller, although still im
portant.

Government performed R and D has decreased as a proportion of
total R and D in countries where it has been high. Although total levels
of R and D funding, and the objectives of government-financed Rand D,
have often evolved rapidly, patterns of performance of R and D changed
only slowly.

Many governments are taking measures to couple government per
formed R and D more closely to industrial needs. At the same time,
government measures to promote industrial R and Dhave been success
ful when R and D has been the main bottleneck in the innovative process,
but not otherwise.

National Technological Specialisation

The increasingly open and interdependent OECD region requires
national specialisation within areas of advancing technology. The
existing patterns of national specialisation reflect government objectives

. and access to raw materials, as well as the sanctions of commercial
success in world markets. Government can rei¢orce existing patterns
of specialisation through rewarding successful, innovating firms, and
can help create new patterns in the longer term by building up new
strong points in scientific and technological capabilities.

Large-Scale Technological Programmes

Governments are often involved in financing large-scale scientific
and technological programmes which have a strong influence on the pace
and direction of scientific and technological advance" .as well, as on the

·,use<of.resources." These ,programmes.,have,had,;mportant,.effectson,
technologicalinnovationin specific sectors. But some countries have a
strong national performance in technological innovation without such
large-scale programmes. The extent to which governments will finance
large-scale programmes related to technological innovation will depend
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INTRODUCTION



A; THE' ECONOMICC.ONTEXT

1. The importance of the impact of science and technology on the
OECD,econoniiesis now.widel.yaccepted, Thus, in oxamtningthe
growthofontputin OECD'countries over the period ·1960-1980,a docu
ment of Working Party No.2 of the Economic Policy Committee has
said the following:

"Nor ion likely that~hesoll~cesof the high rates ofgrowth?t
l?()tential ?utputexpected in the ,1970'swill quickly disappear; . on the
co~t~~ry, ali' the ,~~ld~~~~'~~gges,~stilat :the,fndu~tr,ial and C0ll1Hler9i~t
~xpl?it":tionoftheexiStini; bodyofscientifieand teqhnicalknowledg~
~i1i'7'?t:l#~~~,;to generate increases in productivityIor; a lOIl;g time to"
cClllle." (138) * .' . .

2. ; _"Y~t\he"riature ::,r#ldth~ri~?h_~~111S;,?f :SCi~nC(3 and~echnOl0gyl s
i;l:ll~act(m :th~ ~conornX,al',e ,~ft~n': mistU1de~st?Ocl"S(), th~t SOlU~ :effort, of
chi'r'ilication is necessary.t~:e:?i.~~ip.?ti.on}:)etvre;~~~~Yent~()D.'-:~?:vatipn
and diffusion is particularly important when consideririg the .macro
economic effects of technological progress. Invention is the idea of how
science ~B-?t~9~Ology,q()uJd1J~~IJPli,C?(l,~,,~,l1~w:,~~y,innovation,c:(:msi~ts

of bring~g inventi~~:toitS !irst.,slfccessfui coni13i,~~9ial use, and diffusion
c:?~~i~ts, (}f,th:e ,,spread 01 t~e 1ISr ofJl1~:inn()vatipIl ,a~ong:st,Jts 'potential
P?pitl~tiPIl,O~:~sers.: ' 'I'hi:3., dis~ctiOI:l. 'il?" t~ ,s()ine.e~~nt ,?-t least, 'an
ilrri'!~Bi~:9Y~~Sitnp~~ficftti()Il:for,e,~~~p~e~ the p:r9cess' of ,in'Jerit~on
persist~ throughoutthe entire lif" of a "ew technology, since the ~tag~~
()f}~?yatior,and diffiiston ~ay'~he~lS~l!~13 ,givrr~seto ~l1.e,J?eqllire~~ts
for:addition~.~ inventdone related to, say, l~:rge~?~l\? pr_~du~tiql1 tec11¥9ues.

. "", :"','-., . " '. '. ,',' ",', ----::
3. However, .the dJstin,ct~onJ~ iIl~~p~lll3~b~e,if:,(),neis; to Wide:r,st9+ui ,,' .
Ctne'''varIQus:';'~conon1I,'(r:poliG$':',i.inpliQJiti:Qn'Ef~o~''sCien:c'e'·'~q.'t~'qNi619gy:'-"'::":FO't"'"

, , . ' -- -- ' " ' '.. ,",".' --' .-", ." " '" ,"" , ----, ,"" ' , "

* References are given in Annex C to this Report.
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B. THE SCOPE OF THE REPORT

7. ItIs on the process of invention and innovation, particularly in
industry, that tlUsreport will concentrate. This foeushas beendict
ated partly by lack of data. Insufficient empirically based information'
and analysis exists comparing rates of diffusion of technology in different
Member countries, or identifying the factors affecting the diffusion pro
cess, to enable :anY,meangfulgeneralisatioJ1s to. be made. * And the
Secretariat has not had either the competence or the resources to make
a thorough analysis of the factors influencing technological innovation
in such areas as agrtculture and medicine.

8. Although industrial policy towards science and technology is more
than a policy for technological innovation, a number of very good rea- ;
sons exists -for obtaining a better understanding of the process of in
vention and innovation, and for improving the effectivenesa wtth whtch.
the process works. In individual Member countries, the production. of
technological innovations absorbs a sizeable proportion of national R
and D.resources, it is therefore an important aspect of national science
policy to ensure that these resources are employed efficiently, Further
more, the successful. production of technological innovations, has an
important influence on competitive positionsin world markets, and is
intimately linked to national capabflrttes in fundamental research. **

9. And, for the OEeD area as a whole, technological innovations now
create the basis for economic growth of the OECD members over the next
twenty to thirty years. It would be theoretically feasible for an individual
Member country to 'stopproducinKinnovations-and to grow solely onthe
basis of those produced by others. But it would be disastrous for long>

* An attempt to compare levels and rates of diffusion offourtechnologies in the
Member countries has been made in a previous DEeD publication (139). Furthermore, a
study comparing the diffusion of ten process innovations in six European Member countries
has been published by the National Institute of Econolllic and Social Research (140). Work
of a similar nature is being continued withthe involvement of the National Bureau of
Economic Research. New York.
Mansfield ha~ analysed th~~iffus,i~nof tw~lve innovations. in four U, S',industr~es (17). He
found that the diffusion _of innovation amongst the potenttal population of users had been a
relatively slow process. often taking twenty years or more; He 'also found that the speed of

r;1iffn~jqI111'!9,Qepended on ~hr~~}~c~()~~:"t~:~xt~~t?f,~h,~~~o~~mi? a~~a~ta.?~. of th~ inno
vation' the extent of uncertainty associated with it, and the level of investment required~
He alsofound that the speed of a firm's re~l?onse to an innoyation was not related to its rate
of growth, profit level, liquidity, profit trend, or age of its management personnel.

** For a detailed examination of the links between.fundamental research .and industrial
innovation. see Part 1II of the Report,
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as distinct from theoretical speculation. Some would argue that all
generalisations about technological innovations are -and always will be 
useless, given the uniqueness of each innovatiou,and given the inherent
uncertainties in the direction of scientific progress and in the evolution
of market requirements. The authors of this report accept that each
innovation is unique and that there are considerable uncertainties, but
are convinced that useful generalisations can nonetheless be made. In
some senses, innovations are like new-born babies. Each baby is
untque (especially to its parents), its sex and physical characteristics
cannot be predicted, nor can the number of babies to be produced ina
given family. It is nonetheless possible at the national level to predict
the number of babies of each sex, and the distribution of their physical
characteristics. It is also possible to identify the factors which influence
the scale and nature of national births. Few would deny the usefulness
of such analyses for policy making.

14. The difficulties in the way of similarly useful generalisations about
technological innovation do not have to do, then, with its unique nature.
They have to do with the comparatively recent growth of data collection
and analysis related to it. There are, nonetheless, a number of sources
of relevant .information and analysis. First, statistical data collected
at the national level on such factors as research and development,
education, . fundamental science and technological innovation. Second,
studies on technological innovation in specific industrfes, Thir-d, studies
on technological innovation in relation to institutional and organisational
factors. Fourth, the recorded experience of individuals who have been
involved in the innovative process. Fifth, historical case studies of
individual or groups of innovations. The OEeD and the Science Policy
Committee have contributed enormously to the first- source of information,
and to some extent to the second. The universities have been the main
contributors to the third source. The fifth source is the most recent,
the most rapidly growing, and is likely in the long term to lead to a
more fundamental understanding of the processes of technological inno
vation (48, 142).

15. The fol.lowing report uses information from all these sources, on
thebasis of which some useful propositions about the innovative process
can be made and some relevant policy questions identified. But lack of
information and of time has-meant that certain problems have not been clar
ified. In particular, it should be noted that a very high proportion of all infor
mation and analysis of technological innovation has been undertaken in the
USA. Since the U. S. system ts aowell documented , and stnce tnformatton
'abcutttIsso 'readilY available, 'therei" "daiiger,fuanyreportofihis
kind, of slipping into an almost exclusive discussion of the U. S. system,
its policy problems and solutions, without sufficient consideration of the
different levels of resources, environmental conditions and policy object
ives of the other Member countries. The Secretariat has tried its utmost
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Table ·1. CORRESPONDENCE OF RESEARCH ·lNTENSITY·
OF INDUSTRY GROUPS TO THE OUTPUT OF NEW PRODUCTS

IN THEU. S. A.

RAND'D FUNDS
• AS A PERCENTAGE

OF SALES

EXPECTED
PERCENTAGE OF .

1969 sALES IN
NEW PRODUCTS

Fabrication of metals

Iron and steel

Non-ferrous metals

(1964)
........

(1966)

1 2

20.8 40

12.0 24

4.2 23

3.4 22

5.2 18

1.7 17

1.4 17

0.5 13

0.3 11

1.0 5

1.0 9

0.6 7

2.0 4

......................

......................
............' .Vehicles

Electrical machinery •••••••••••••

Food and beverages

Machinery

Stone, clay and glass

Petroleum and coal products

Textiles .........••..........••..

Chemicals

Aircraft and parts .

Rubber

..

The rank correlation coefficient between Columns 1 and 2 is 0.7, which is-significant at the
1% level,
SOURCE: Column 1: National Science Foundation.

Column 2: See.Reference 3.
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INDUSTRY



A. INTRODUCTION

19. In industrially advanced Member countries,theJndustrial firm is
the main agent of technological innovation. It transforms scientific and
technological knowledge into new or better goods and scrvices which
satisfy economic needs. The objectives of innovative activities in in
dustry are profit and.growth.vThe pressures on the firm for such activities
come from changing factor prices, from the innovative activities of com
peting firms, and from the accumulationof scientific and technological
knowledge. The benefits to the firm are reduced costs and bigger mar
kets, Thest3,b~nefits-,ar,~,,__ , in som~:cases, susta~~~~hr9~gh th~tempor

ary !U0nopoly afforded, to the mnovanng firmthr0tlg~_thepatent system.

20. , Technclogtcal.tnnovattons is ,asold as,nlal1, butit'is,011lyin the
~9th century. that science, j;e~1lnology and theindustria~firmha"e CQIne
together to play such an inpor-tant role in it (17). Suffice ij; to say here
that the two key factors appear to have been: first, the increasing
explanatory power and applicability of science; second, the pressures of
Industr-ial competttton - both national and international - which have push
ed industrial firms to .make ever better use of knowledge and intel1ec~l

resources emanating from thf3univer~itie1?. .~e Importanceof.these
factors is aIllply Illustrated by the historical development ofth~ pl~stics

industry,~hfqhgrewout of sctentiftc di~covelJT,::,~dw~e:t"e, larg;ep):'o
grammesof Ii and D" together\VithmaJor techn~logi~al iwi,o'Y::ttions"
have been made by industrial firms competing inworld markets - .and
often in collaboration with universij;y scientists '(1).

21. . l)ata~ollect"d for the.ti.S•. A; and the U.K. suggest that the•.mam
°bjectivesof ind~sb?ialR ap.d, D ,3:.nd iml(YVative~cthritie~, are n~vv:~~

•••••...o·.better:pro~u~t~rath"rthlU\n"lYom9.h,,1~ •..PE99E;£tj9.!U?E~£,,~~,,~;..:r.~i •....
main purpose of industrral R.andI? Pr:9grarnrne~ inj;)1eye..S•.p...!"W66
was .new.Pl"oduc,t .. development .in.45.% offirms, i~P~o~~·g·~.~~·p~~qu:~:t:~
In 41%, and new production processes in 14% (3)•. A stndy 9Pj67 innOY~
ations in U. S. Industry since 1945 confirms this pattern; 58% led to
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25. Two studies have measured the broad economic characteristics of
research intensive indnstries in the U. S. A. (23, 24). From these studies,
it would appear that, by comparison with other industries, the .research
intensives industries employ relatively-more scientists and engineers
not only in R and D, but also in production and sales; -employment out
side production is relatively high, as is the degree of industrial concen
tration. On the other hand, the research intensive indUstries are not
particularly capital intensive, they do not manufacture a relatively high
proportion of intermediate goods, nor-do they use relatively large amounts
of raw materials. It must be 'stressed that these characteristics pertain
to the U. S. A. Similar studies for other countries to see if the research
intensive industries have similar characteristics would be very valuable.

26. However, one drawback to this type of study is that it does not
determine .. whether the .above industrial characteristics cause, or are
caused by, .their research intensity. Some authors stress the importance
of other factors. Schmookler, on the basis of analysis of patent statistics
over long periods of time, has concluded that market demand is the de
termining factor in patterns of industrial invention (25}.Others argue
that radical innovations open up new markets through creating possibilities
of appltcation that did not exist before:

", .. a jet plane is around two orders of magnitude faster than un
aided human transportation, while modern computers are around six
orders of magnitude faster than hand computation. It is common know
ledge that a change by a single order of magnitude may produce funda
mentally new effects in most fields of technology: thus a change by six
orders of magnitude in computing has produced many fundamentally new
effects." (105)

27. And a recent report to the U. S. Government has concluded that
the main factor is management:

"Are highly innovative industries progreastve because of the
manner in which they respond to technological opportunities? Are they
primarily this way because their managements have extraordinary cap
abilities for grasping and managing technological change? What charac
terizes the relatively uninnovative industries? Are they this way because
they failed to exploit innovative opportunities? Because they possess
excessive built-in barriers to technological change? Is it that their
managements have not learned the importance of utilising technological
opportunities and innovative skills?

....,::.Yi~..f1!!c:U!!1't•.jy@J!!}!§t!'E§),{"1~"1l\8,h.~t!!'2§2,g}!@§~1'?,!!§,":f~1~~~~t;;,n~l:':
'Ibe mainpl\rric';' i§ o!!c?Lattitlidc<an,d ep,yir'?'HIl"1nt, !U" pr!m"~iJ,y,),,
problem of education - not of antitrust, taxation or capital availabilitY. " (2).

28. The available empirical evidence on the relative importance of
these three factors - markets, technological opportunity and management -
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direction of. technological growth can be inferred from the former but
the rate of growth will be dictated by the latter." (8).

so, In this context, radical,irulOvations (or "precursor tYPe events")
often growing out of new technological opportunities - can perhaps be
seen as innovations which, open up opportunities for a far wider' number
of need-or-tented innovations. And the research intensive' industries .can
perhaps be seen as the main saure,8 of radical innovations, ,?pening up
oppor-tunities fqr alar larger number of often more, minor innovations in
a wider number of Industrtes, The classic contemporary example of
such a phenomenon would be the development and still proltferating range
of utiltsations of the computer.

31. . Many studies of specific technological innovations also stress the
management factor, and in particular the presence of outstanding iudi
viduals able to identify market needsor technological opportunities (86).
But ';0 studies exist on the effects 0nhe management factor in different
types of industry. Nouetheless, it may well be that the innovative quality
of management is intimately bound up With technological and market
developments. Firms 'in'sectors of rapidly advancing technology are
more likely to find new market opportunities, to employ qualified scien
tists and engineers in all functions, to develop innovative attitudes and
skills, to have close relations with the untversittes, to be searching for
new technologtes.and markets toenter, and to have sufficient. skills to
do so.

32. The converse of this proposition is that technologically stable in
dustries are not likely to have these dynamic characteristics. Indeed,
A. Stinchcombe has gone so far as to argue that the organisational and
managerial characteristics of different industries reveal fundamental differ
ences deriving from the fact that firms in each industry were founded at dtf
ferent times in the development of organisational and managerial skill
and knowledge, and that further evolution is slow (104). How, then, will
present day technological opportunrttes in such sectors as materials,
automation and informatics be exploited effectively in the non-research
intensive sectors .of industry? Will it be through the process of "tnvasion"
by the 'research mtensive industries? Or' will management in the non
research intensive industries follow the examples of shipbuilding in
Japan - or indeed, office machinery in the U. S. A. - in actively absorb
ing, developing and integrating skills and-teclmologtes-Irom a wide num
ber of sectors? This is a subject that merits a greatdeal of attention,

;):J!!t)jC!l\,)~\,) ~ittl\')<1?cll~entedevidelJ.~eand.study exists. But it is perhaps
safe to-assumethatthe relative balance of these two mechaiiisms·of·~····"····

technology transfer will depend in part on the quality of management in
the non-research intensive industries.
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37. The same pattern of Rand D and invention exists in France. In
1965, the Rand D/sales ratio was, on anaverage,higher in small firms
performing R and D than in large firms. Of 16 indnstrial sectors, the
ratio was equal or higher in small or medium sized firms in the follow
ing: electrical, electronic, precision equipment, chemicals (excluding
pharmaceutical products), glass and ceramics, power, mechanical,
cars and bicycles, textiles and leather, construction and construction
materials, food, wood and paper, and services (28). The same study
found that small and medium sized firms take out relatively more pat
ents than large firms, and that they receive relatively more receipts
for patents and licences. Perhaps similar data should be collected iu
other Member countries, in order to see if this pattern is repeated
elsewhere.

38. A number of historical studies have also been undertaken on the
contribution of large firms. and small firms to technological innovation.
Mansfield found that, In the U. S. steel, petroleum and coal industries
between 1939 and 1958, the largest firms contributed more technological
innovations than their share in production in petroleum and coal, whilst
the contrary was true in steel (29). Freeman found that, in the plastics
industry, 30 firms .in the world account for nearly 20% of the patents
granted, and that the proportion of patents granted to firms rather than
to Individuals has increased over time (1). He also found that the major
ity of key Innovations were launched by established large firms. The'
OEeD study of the pharmaceutical industry also found a heavy concentra
tion of Innovations In large firms (30). Finally, mention should be made
here of the high correlation found between ten Member countries' perfor
mance in technological innovation since 1950 and the number of home
based large firms (see Annex A).

39. Other empirical studies have shown the large firm in a somewhat
less favourable light. By far the most famous is that of Jewkes, Sawers
and Stillerman which found that, out of 61. important inventions and inno
vations of the 20th century which the authors selectedfor analysis, over.
half stemmed from independent inventors or small firms (31). In addi
tion, Hamberg has confirmed Mansfield'a conoluston that the largest
firms have not made a relatively strong contribution to innovation in the
U. S. steel industry (42). Peck has found a similar pattern in inventive
activity in the U. S. aluminium industry (33), and Enos in inventive
activity in the refining and cracking of petroleum (9).

40. It could still be argued, however, that the importance of the large

. ''''"'',''''",.J:ir,));l,j»-,Jnp9Yli_ti9gJS.....~.l~g~~_~§mg,9Y~r_,Jt));l§~ ....,M,~t?ny!9.J()':lmL,!hJ.~_,!9_,:,R~,
the case inpetroleum,coal and steel in the U. S. A. (29). Freeman ha;'"
undertaken a supplementary analysis of Jewkes' data and found that
the role of the individual in invention and innovation was relatively
stronger before 1928, whereas that of the firm was relatively stronger
afterwards (32). Enos found, in his study of petroleum refining, that the
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reliability in performance are required. This is obviously the case in
relation to weapons and defence systems, in aerospace, in nuclear
energy and - given more stringent regulatory standards - perhaps also
pharmaceutical products. But it is difficult to make generalisations
'about technological scale requirements, except that they can vary wide
ly within' a sector according to the product considered: tnhts study of
electronic capital goods, Freeman estimated annual Rand D expend
iture thresholds which varied from a hundred to tens of millions of
pounds sterling (39).

45. Scale factors can also be important in relation to the nature of the
market for technological innovation. Selling an-innovation to aIarge
number-of customers is obviously more expensive than selling to a few.
'That is why marketing scale is important in pharmaceutical products
(30, 40), arid probably also in consumer electronic products. Marketing
expenditures are also likely to be heavywhentheIevel of technological
sophistication of theiunovating firm is much higher than that ofpotential
customers, or..;, as one wrtterhas stated - when there isa big difference
between supplier and customer in the level of "Innovation Quotient" (41).
In such circumstances, relatively large efforts are required by innov
ating firms in order to identify potential ,customers , needs, to sell the
resulting innovation, and to give the necessary training, aftersales and
support services to users. Innovation in the 1950's and early 1960's in
commercial EDP computers isa good illustratton of this type of sttuation,
Firms selling such computers spent large sums on marketing and atter
sales service, sometimes more than on R and D itself (39, 40). In the
electronic componentsfield,however, the required scaleof,marketing
has been lower, stnce customers are industrial firms and government
establishments, both of which are better able to define their require
ments (35). *

46. 'The COnverse of the above set of propositions is that small, innov
ative firms will tend to specialise in product areas which do not require
large scale R and D or marketing efforts, but where they can nonetheless
build up a technological advantage. The areas in which they are able to
do this will depend on the rate of technological change. In areas where
there is a high rate of change, a relatively large number of product

Iy:differentiated products willinflu,ence the incentive of firms to penetrate foreign markets.
In the pharmaceutical sector, for example, where products are highly 'differentiated. it has
proved to be more efficient for firms to concentrate their heavyR and D expenditures .and
to conquer a small share of a large number of national markets. rather than to spread Rand
D expenditures and to conquer a large share of one uarlonal market (30).
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clearly likely to be the case in small firms whose main competitive arm
is their technological capability, and which - unlike large firms - do not
require strong and related production or marketing capability, nor man
ufacture and sell products of low research intensity.

51. But another reason often advanced to explain the high R and D/sales
ratio in small firms is that a minimumRand D "threshold" imposes a
certain absolute level of R and D for it to be effective. However, some
doubt can be cast on this hypothesis. "Thresholds" in R and D are likely
to be coupled with equivalent "thresholds" in production and marketing.
A small firm strtvmg to meet.t'thresholds" in production ,and marketing
as well as in R and D is likely to be in a transient state. lu a competitive
environment, either it will grow to reach the required "thresholds", or
it will disappear. Thus, although the Rand D "threshold" explanation
may be valid in certain-specific cases, it cannot explain the continuing
and statistically observed fact of higher R and D/sales ratios in small
firms in certain industries in the two Member countries for which data
are available. Indeed, if there is a "threshold" problem in small firms,
it is likely to arise as a result of growth based on technological capabil
ities eventually requiring the strengthening of production, marketing and
management capabilities. (2)

52. But this analysis does not exhaust the subject. The phenomenal
growth from very small beginnings of such firms as Xerox, Polaroid,
Texas lustruments and Control Data Corporation are not signs of a tidy
division of labour between small and large firms. The standard expla
nation for such phenomena is the conservatism, the weight of-establish
ed interests and ways of doing things, and the "not invented here" attitude
leading large firms to neglect opportunities for radical innovation; and
it is probably true that, until the early 1960's, most large firms did not
havean effective mechanism for evaluating and pursuing high risk, inno
vativeproposals from outside ·sources. Whilst this may sometimes have
been the case, it is an explanation that is not entirely convincing. The
concepts of xerography and the Polaroid camera were, after all, offer
ed to large firms not at all noted for the negative qualities cited above
(I, e. IBM and Kodak). Another possible explanation is the extreme
technological and market uncertainties associated with technological
innovations - especially radical ones.

53. On the basis of a sindy of some thirty radical innovations,
Professor Bright has advanced the following proposition:

"",I"The'most,;mportant,app!tcation,of,a,newJechn91oGYts}!Pt1lo1w'JcYs"
that which was visualtsedrrretr.,, Technological, innovations frequent-

,ly gain their first foothold for purposes that were originally not thought
of or were deemed to be quite secondary. "(16)
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"Mr. Ed. Gee, Director of Development at DuPont, recalled such
cases as these in which a small market (of the order, say, of $ 1,000,000
per, annum gross) was envisaged and in which DuPont encouraged pro
duction, since it was not worthwhile for them. " (44)

57. Many such new firms are established on the basis of knowledge
acquired by their owners elsewhere. In his study of new science-based
firms ill'the Boston region, Roberts found that the most successful tend
ed to be those with a high degree of technology transfer - in other words,
those whose owners used their previously gained knowledge most direct
ly. He also showed that, during the 1950's and early 1960's, a time lag
existed of four and a half to six years between the level of research
efforts in the MIT Instrumentation and Lincoln Laboratories and the
levels of sales or employment of firms "spun off" by former research
workers (19). There are many other areas in the U. S. A. where tm
portantclusters of new companies have been "spun off" , including Palo
Alto, San Diego, Minneapolis, Atlanta, Miami, Pittsburgh, Austin and
Boulder. ,All these' areas have a strong concentration of organised re
search activrtyv based in rmiversities, or government or industrial
laboratories. (47)

58. But although small firms do grow out ofwork done in university
and government laboratories, perhaps too much 'emphasis has been
placed on the university-based, scterrttttcentrepxeneur, Out of 22
firms started in the Stanford area, six emanated from the university,
and the remainder from industry and not-for-pront institutes (47). For
the Boston region; Roberts identified 202 new innovative firms of which
155 emanated from MIT. But of these 155, 105 emanated from the MIT
Laboratories, the work of which has been oriented towards development
and hardware, and which are not what would normally be defined as uni
versity laboratories. Furthermore,' Roberts found that successful
entrepreneurs were development oriented rather than research' oriented,
and that their average level of .educatton was at the Master's and not at
the Doctoral level (19).

59. All this suggests that new firms are more likely to Come out of
industrial or governmental laboratories, than out of the universities.
This is not to say that the nniversities have no role to play in creating
new science based firms. On the contrary, the above evidence suggests
they have made a significant contribution. But, when interpreting the
u. S~ experience in this field,and comparing it with theirown,other
Member countries might well bear in mind that conventional university

I"" "'~depaI'tments':llave"not"llecessari1y.,bcen,thc:'lnain',Bouroe:,of" science...based
entrepreneurship in theUrSzA; '
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entrepreneurs may be higher in theU, S. A. where the stock and grad
uatiou rates of Bachelors (and probably Masters) iu Science is higher
than elsewhere (115). Although European graduation rates at the Ph. D.
level compare more favourably with the U. S. A., it must be borne in
mind that about 70% of science-based entrepreneurs appear to have
qualifications below this level.

Table 3. THE EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF SCIENCE-BASED
ENTREPRENEURS: A COMPARISON BETWEEN U. S.

AND EUROPEAN SAMPLES

U.S.A. EUROPE

LEVEL OF EDDCATION
No. % No. %

•
.

Lower than University Level 9 14.3 5 6.8
First (Bachelor's) Degree .. 19 30.2 13 17.8
Second (Master's) Degree ••• 24 38.0 40 54.8
Third (Doctor's) Degree .... 11 17.4 15 20.5

TOTAL ••.••••• 0·, •••••.•••• 63 100 73 100

·SQURCES: U. S. A. E. D. Roberts, cited in Reference 106. Data are for entrepreneurs who
have established firms.

Europe Information supplied by European Enterprises Development Company,
Paris. Data are for entrepreneurs whohave asked for financial SUppOIt.

63. Do differences between countries in science-based entrepreneur
ship reflect differences in cultural attitudes towards risk taking and
change? If they do, they are not historically deep-seated: many large
firms outside the U. S. A. still carry the names of the inventors and
entrepreneurs who have created them over the past hundred years
(e. g. citroen, Olivetti, Rolls Royce, Siemens). And there are many
contemporary examples of non-science-based entrepreneurship outside
theU.B.A. in more traditional industries, shipping, retailing; "tourism,
etc. Thus, if there are differences in attitudes to entrepreneurship,
they do not appear to be a generalised phenomenon, but specific to the
entrepreneurship which has come to be called "science-based", Perhaps
some clues could be found to the relevance of this factor in comparing

.. >the£ocral"and'psycnof6g1cal"'cnaracteflSffcs\if>poteiitiiin>61ence"oased·'
entrepreneurs iridifferenfcountrfes;> ... Inthe u;>S;A;; Roberts hasfound
that a high proportion had fathers who were self-employed, and that
successful entrepreneurs are highly motivated towards achievement and
only moderately towards power, whilst unsuccessful ones felt a low need
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~,66. Management ability is also related to the success of new, science
based firms. Roberts, has found that scientists and engineers who set up
new firms often had followed courses in business management, and that
successful entrepreneurs have been those who explicity recognised the
importance of the management, marketing and personnel functions (19).
And, of the European applicants to EED, 16% had followed some man
agement experience, and about 20% had studied in the USA - almost
equally divided between management and science studies. However, it
is likely that most European "scientists and engineers havehad less
exposureto management thinking and education than their U. S. counter
parts.

67. Personal and company taxationis "another factor, advanced as having
an important influence on the incentives and rewards for science-based
entrepreneurship. A recent report to the U. S. Government made a
number of recommendations concerning taxation in order to encourage
such entrepreneurship (2). However, given. the variety of taxation sys
tems in the GECD area, it is impossible to' make any generalisation as
to their effects. And even in specific Member countries, there are .dis ...
agreements between science--basedentreprenellrs:about, the effects of
taxation systems (107, 108).

68. Probably more important is the availability of venture capital for
science-based entrepreneurship. The sameU, S. report,noted that
regional differences inscience-based,entrepreneurship in the U. S.A.
could be explained, to some extent at least, by differences in the degree
of communication and, linkage between venture capital sources and
science-based entrepreneurs. Furthermore, it identified the following
potential sources of venture capital available for science-based entre
preneurship in the U. S. A.:. personal wealth; insurance companies,
investment funds and-trusts; corporate sources.. "investm~ntbankers
and underwriters (2).

69. Thus, the finance available for science-based entrepreneur-s
depends not only on the amount of capital available in a country, but
also on the degree of confidence and comprehension extsting between
the scientific and banking communities, and on the degree of the latter's
competence. The experience of the American Research and Develop
ment Corporation suggests that "venture capitalism" is a very special
art (113). In the 21 years of its existence, it has reviewed several
thousand proposals, and invested in 98 firms, the investment in .general
varying between $ 100,000 and $ 1,000,000. Approximately one out of
'five, of these investments lost money, "but the .Ccrpo.ration has, retained
an interest in 43 companies, the value of which Is now about 16 times
their original cost. In Europe, the creation of similarly specialised
institutions has been more recent, but a number have been created over
the past five years (112). Their experience so far suggests that there
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Table 5. PERCENTAGE OF NEW SCIENCE-BASED COMPANIES
IN THE U. S. A. WHOSE GOVERNMENT SALES ARE A GNEN

PROPORTION OF THE TOTAL

PROPORTION ELECTRONICS INSTRUMENTS
CHEMICALS, TOTAL
MATER1ALS

OF GOVERN- .

MENT . . ....
SALES ORIG. NOW ORIG. NOW ORIG. NOW ORIG. NOW

. .

0-1/3 50.8 41.5 46.9 44.4 72.7 69.7 52.3 42.5

.

1/3-2/3 10.2 23.1 6.2 25.0 9.1 9.1 12.0 27.1

2/3-3/3 39.0 35.4 46.9 30.6 18.2 21. 2 35.7 30.4

SOURCE: See Reference 44.

72. Nonetheless, the impact of government markets on European
science-based entrepreneurship appears to be much less strong,
Table 6 shows that, for the sample of applicants to EED, nearly 66%
concerned products for industry, commerce, agriculture and construc
tion, and only about 10% products for government. But, as in the U. S. A. ,
products for consumer markets are negligible.

Table 6. MARKETS FOR PRODUCTS OF EUROPEAN
SCIENCE-BASED ENTREPRENEURS: A SAMPLE

TYPE OF MARKET

Industry, Commerce, Agriculture,
Construction .

Research Institutes, Schools, Hospitals,
etc. . .

Government Departments and Contracts

I

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
OF PROPOSALS

65.6

18.7

10.4

etc• .. .. .. .. 5.3 .

100

SOURCE: EED.
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successful product varies between 8 and 35%* and that Rand D expend";'
ituresshould not account for more than 10%'of sales price, then the
largest R and D projects found in the above studies (i, e. $ 3 million or
more). would require a total sales volume of between at least $ 100
million and $ 400 million from the innovation.

77. There are some other estimates. On the basis of an examination of
Rand D patterns in U. S. industry, Scherer has concluded there may be
a size threshold below 'which firms' are disadvantaged because' they can
not reap all R and D scale economies, spread risks or reach -sufftcient
ly large markets in exploiting ,their research results. But if such a
threshold exists, it has probably bccn surpassed already by the several
hundred U. S; firms with annual sales exceeding $ 100 million. ** On
theother hand, Cottrell has estimated that a medium-sized computer
project, with total R and D costs of $ 50 million, requires annual :sales
of about $ 200 million (102).

78. It should be noted that all these figures are well below the billion
dollar range, which is the annual sales of many existing large firms.
But one must also bear in mind that, in sectors where R and D proj ects
are uniformly expensive and their commercial success uncertain, 'such
a sales volume may be necessary in order to support a number of pro
jects and thereby hedge against failure.

79. Are technological "thresholds" tending to increase over time? For
large-scale technological systems this does appear to have been the case.
Advances in such technologies as materials, communication and control,
and reliability, have opened up increasing possibilities of developing
evermore complex 'and expensive operational systems. This has been
particularly true in relation to weapons systems, but also in such areas
as telephone exchanges, power generating plant and jet transport air
cratt.: It is on spectacular areas such as these that public attention
tends to be focussed. But there are no data which confirm that thresholds
are increasing in all technological areas. It is significant to note that in
the U. S. aerospace industry - which is largely concerned with large
scale systems development - Rand D expenditures became increasingly
concentrated in the biggest firms between 1958 and 1967. But the same
tendency was not observed in other U.S. industries; indeed, there is
some Jndicationthat the trend was towards lesser concentration, (135).
It is also worth nothing, that r-elatively small Member countr-ies such as
the Netherlands, Switzerland and Sweden still appear to be able to under

~a1<..<o.~.l~:.{;e .~h~re qf t~e i~du~~i,,11l..".n~ I>n<ocessar~ t?. satisfy th.e.........•.•
~"''''''~f~~r,~~en~s 'of,:'~-~llP~~r:<,,?fo,l-~r~'e: ~ii:4·~~§hiio!qi~i~-rlYY()~~~ift~fcii,i;n:~~;.'

* These probabilities are derived from data presented in paragraph 123 of this report.
** Scherer made these estimates in 1965. Given the effects of inflation, the.same

estimates made today might be as much as 50%higher.
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84. This conclusion tends to confirm Cine of the conclusions of a recent
report of theU, S. Academy of Sciences on applied science and technolo
gical progress:

" ••• the most important invention in the pursuit of modern (as
opposed to older) applied science is the big mission-oriented. industrial:
or government laboratory. In fact, .modemapplied science can hardly,
be. discussed without reference to these 'homes of applicable 'science.
'fhes,e .institutions derive their power from three, sources: 1) their inter
disciplinarity and the close' interaction between. basic -research and appli
cation; .2) .therr methodology for. precipitating and organizing .coherent
effort around big problems; 3) their ability to adapt their goals to the
requirements of their, sponsors•

•• 0 JustasBasic Research and National Goals has as its. primary
institut,ional focus 'the university '(at whtch most basic research ,is per-

:for~E:Xl) , s? this study, possibly less explicit, has as its pr-Imary institu
ti?nal focus the multidisCiplinary mission-oriented laboratory, at which
most applied research and development are performed." (52)

85~ ,However, the evidence 'aboveIdentrffea two furtherundvery im
portant functions of large firm's in national innovative systems, namely:

-, to create capabilities, embodied in scientists and engineers who
go out to start up their own firms in order to apply and exploit
commercially the .technologtcal j- and sometimes the market 
knowledge that they obtained when working in large firms;

- to create' demands for teclmologicallysophtsttcated components,
materials, services and equipment which sophisticated small
firms' can meet.

86. The addition of these further functions of large firms in the inno
vative process helps explain, amongst other things, the apparently
conflicting observations that countries with relatively more large firms
tend to have a relatively strong performance in technological innovation
(see Annex A), but that - within these same countries - small firms
have played an important role in the innovative process.

87. It is clear that the relationships between small and large firms in
technological illi1ovation are not stable or fixed for ever. ,While it is
possible to observe some division of labour between firms according to
their size, the small firms' specialising in certain sectors - highly sophist
icated, faced with few buyers - there is a continuous change in these

~~""relationships;~ -WhtleIarge-ttrme gellerate"manyof"fue'baSiC"technologi"s;"""~

thetr personnel is liable to establish small volume production fields.
These firms in turn, like' other small .establtshed firms, may contribute
further to the creation of technologicalknow-how, and exploit it them
selves. Or, when markets promise to be big, science-based entrepreneurs
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that national or regional differences in the scale and the sophistication
of markets have a very important - and sometimes determining - in
fluence on national or regional patterns of industry's performance in
technological innovation. The scale of such national or regional markets,
it is argued, influences the extent to which firms can successfully
amortise the fixed costs of developing, equipping for, and Iaunchinga
technological innovation. The degree of sophistication of market demand,
it is argued" determines the time at which local firms commercialise
new products and production processes: market sophistication; itself
being determined by the level of income per head, and the consequent
demand for new consumer 'products and labour saving equipment (53),
and also by the nature of the requirements of government.

D. 2. The Empirical Evidence

91. But the empirical evidence suggests that there is in fact a weak
relationship between the size and sophistication of national markets,
and, national performance in technological innovation. Table 7 :shows ,
for ten industrially advanced Member countrtes, a.. very low correlation
between national innovative performance and the size ofthe national
market as measured by Gross National Product. Three countries with
small national markets - the Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland -
all have a relatively strong performance in technological innovation.

92. A higher, but still relatively low correlation, exists between
national innovative performance-and the level of sophistication 'of the,
national market, as measured by the level of income per head, and the
level of government expenditure on R and D. But much higher corre
lations with national innovative performance exist for "supply": rather
than "demand" factors, such as the number oflarge firms, the level of
industrial R and D, and capabilities in fundamental research.

93. These statistics should not be overinterpreted. The indicators
used areopen to serious methodological and statietical crtttctsms, the
total sample is too small, and the levels of correlation are highly
sensitive to slight changes in the rankings, Nonetheless, in an important
area where so little quantitative evidence is available, they do at least
have the merit of questioning an aspect of current conventional wisdom.
What they suggest is that the essential element in national innovative
performance is less the size and intensity of national demand for tech
nologicalInnovatton than the entrepreneurial, organisational and technol
ogtcal-resources.withtn.a.country.that...are...capable..oUdenti!ying.andxe.c.
sponding to market demands for technological innovation anywhere in the
world. Firms and countries that have these capabilities appear to be
able to overcome tariff and non-tartff barriers, as well as the barriers
of distance, differing legislations and standards, in order to respond to
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worldwide demands for technological innovation. Their task has no
doubt been greatly facilitated by the liberalisation of trade and capital
investments over the past few years, reflected in increasing interpen
etrationand interdependence amongst the Member countrres in trade,
direct investment and licensing (54).

94. This is not to say that existtng barriers are unimportant. Over
coming them has its costs. For example,the DECD study on gaps in

",technology in plastics concluded that, although several countries had
strong technological and market positions in plastics,. European firms'
profit margins had suffered, partly because of tariff and non-tariff
barriers (55). Furthermore, there is some evidence for one European
Member country which suggests that the financial and growth performance
of firms in high technology tndustrtes has been lower than the average
for industry as a whole (117). And DECD studies have shown that strict
ly national requirements have had an important influence on innovative
performance in specific sectors, where governments have been important
customers- for example, advanced electronic components, certain
classes of scientific instruments, and electronic computers (34, 35, 36).
It is worth noting that concern about technological disparities has tended
to be focussed on sectors such as these, and not on sectors where
market opportunities can be more readily met by firms of foreign origin.

D.3. National Innovative Capabilities: The Underlying Factors

95. But what are the factors underlying national differences in inno
vative performance, as reflected in differences in strength in fundamental
and industrial research and in the number of large firms - differences
which in turn reflect entrepreneurial, organisational and technological
capabilities? A thorough answer to this question would require a great
deal of research. Here, we can only speculate. Sociologists might
argue that these differences reflect differences in the degree of flexi
bility and outward-lookingness of the various societies. Historians of
science and technology might point to the fact that different countries
have traditionally been strong in certain fields of science and technol
ogy, and that many large firms of today grew out of specific innovations
or innovative entrepreneurs. Economists might argue that the differences
in national performance in teclmological innovation reflect differences in
the degree to which industry has been exposed to competition - either
within a large national market, orin world markets. Exposure to com
petition on a world scale forcing not only the necessary specialisation
and familiarity with world markets, but also forcing firms to use more

'systematically",the",commercialopportnnlties 'offeredbysCiEintific.a:dvanc¢:

96. Historians 'shollid no doubt examine these vartous hypotheses. But
for policy makers it would be probably right to conclude that flexibility,
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activities, and second because they have certain characteristics which
differentiate them from the other corporate functions. These points are
stressed by Professors Roberts and Marquis, members of the staff 'of
one of the academic institutions with comprehensive research and teach

.ing programmes on the management of research and innovation, namely,
the Sloan School of Management at MIT:

"Because R andDis a very young corporate activity, the practices
of R andD management are still in the infancy stage of development '"
Rand D suffers from a lack of standards of performance, a lack of a true
understanding of its process, -and a lack of an organised educational
basis for its managers. This accounts for the fads, the "magic" tech
niques, the unfounded philosophies. Indeed, I believe R and D has more
of the mystique about it than any other area of management." (56)

Marquis has suggested that, increasingly:

"Research management is not only the critical difference between
a. good organisation and an average one, -but research is th(3mostdifficult
to manage of all functional activities. There are three sources of this
special difficulty. The first is the. degree of uncertainty. Compare, for
example, the certainty with which you can plan and schedule production
or inventory or sales or cash flow compared with what you can do in
new product development. The second source of difficulty is that you
are managmg a new' kind of employee who views himself as a professional
person. , Scientists and engineers differ -from other employees in their
expectations, their values, their attitudes and their motivations. The
tl1ird source of difficulty is measuringresults when each research task
is unique and never ,repeated. Even if you ,could measure results, the
delay in the feedback loop is so great that it is hard to use knowledge of
results as a basis for planning .in the future." (57)

Marquis goes on to say that the body of knowledge on research,
management -- is derived from four sources : tradition, revelation, expe
rience and systematicInvestigatton of results; the last being the source
the most in need of development.

99. This is neither the time nor the place to undertake a detailed and
systematic review of the problems of managing research and innovation.
A comprehensive reviewof R and D management practice' in over 100
large U. S. firms has, in fact,already been publtshed by Seiler (7).
Little of a similar nature has been done in other Member countries.
Nonetheless, some of the points emerging from written experience and
.9:yst€lnati?, study are relevant to government policy llla~{ers insofar as

"I~eY"are'inYblveiI;"'directry'bfiiidireCtly;.· .iJi'inhOya.tiveactivities;'. 'They"
pertain to the problems that research and innovation pose to establish- .
ed organisations,and to currentmethods of programme evaluation,
They also pertain to the fact that the objectives of Industr-ial research
and innovativeactivities must increasingly be fixed within 'a world-wide
framework rather than a national or regional framework.
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margin between price and cost gets narrower. At a relatively early stage
ill' the development .•• it becomes far more important that the principal
managers be good administrators than that they be good innovators.

" ••• Quite rmderstandably, we begin to get a preponderance of
what, for the aimpllffcation of the concept, I will call administrative
managers. They can exploit the innovation, but the skills they need
and admire in themselves, in their peers, in their superiors and sub
ordinates, are the skills of administration including leadership. Hence,
the people they need and, select are, in turn, predominantly administra
tive managers.

" ••. Often they have succeeded or displaced the original innovators
and sometimes have suffered justlliabledespatrat the inability of the
innovators to perform adequately the increasingly difficult administrative
tasks.' Atthe same time many an innovator fails to recognise how bad
he really is as an administrator. His own experienceand value systems

.simply do not qualify him to comprehend what is involved, how difficult
it is to get the administrative management job done, and how justified
the administrative manager is in his despair.

"As a consequence, from their own experience, the administrative
managers have no basis on which to judge and respect the contribution
that the innovator can really make. All they are able to see is his muddling
and, too often, thoroughly inadequate ability to administer; So, they grow
the organisation by accretion, 'adding the kindof products and services
that flow naturally from the business 'one is already in, supplementing
the-markets in 'which' one already engages, doing effective work in cutt-
ing costs and lowering prices - all essential, butunlikelyto provide the
step function in product and service necessary for dynamic growth.

", .• Because they are efficient administrators, the net result is
often constructive and results in the total organisation's being more
effective, inore profitable and 'more useful to'society~ But,at the same
time~it makes the organisation still more 'complex and decreases the
relativenumber of thos e who know how to innovate, and innovation gets
increasingly harder. At somepoint, the growth rate slows down or
falls below that of the industries in which the organisation exists. " (66)

Furthermore:

"To handle the growth and increasing complexity, the organisation
decentraUses into groups, divisions, departments and branches: and
the total job is divided up and cut into the size pieces that a good admin
istrator can get his, arms around, This is a .-logical and good manage

m§!!Lp,f\lstj,S§.,.RJJL'Mllll,SSi.•t1l.<;Lge!)&¥Jl!,):J}!lP!lge¥S..JlllQll,rSiJl\.J;tQ!I!J<ir,jp!l!L,"·.
thoroughly.. the company,is.m. danger ofIts becoming .no more. than tile r,

sum total of the decentralised parts loosely governed primarily from a
financlal point of view at the corporateIevel,
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persons in higher management to advance the cause of the entrepreneur
and his venture. Even after the project had attained the status of an in
dependent venture, the younger entrepreneurs reported capital support
as being a major problem. " (10)

104. Finally, problems can arise because, as we have seen, radical
innovation involves the manufacturing and marketing functrone tn addi
tion to the R and D function (2). Effective innovation requires effective
"coupling" amongst these functions (63), which may-prove difficult
because of differences in motivation and in vocabulary and education,
in addition' to the inevitable preoccupation which manufacturing and
marketing have with existing rather than future business.

105. So much for the difficulties posed by radical innovation, but how
can they be overcome? Burns has argued, on the basis of empirical
enquiry, that innovation is more likely to nourish in a framework which
is "enterprise centred" rather than "management centred":

"In management-centred organisations, the problems and tasks
facing the concern as a whole are brokendown into spectaltsms. Each
indivtdualpursuee hts task as somethin~ distinct from the real tasks of
the,organisatio~, as if it were the subject of a sub-contract. "Somebody
at the top" is responsible for seeing to its relevance. The technical
methods, duties, and powers attached to each functional role are precise
ly defined. Interaction within management tends to be vertical, I, e.
between superior and subordinates. Operations and working behaviour
are governed by instructions and decisions issued by superiors. This
command hierarchy is maintained by the implicit assumption that all
knowledge about the situation of the firm and its tasks is, or should be,
available only to the head of the firm. Management, often visualised as
the complex hierarchy familiar in organisation charts, operates a simple
control system, with information flowing up through a succession of
filters, and decisions and instructions flowing downwards through a
succession of amplifiers.

"Entrepreneur-centred systems are adapted to unstable conditions,
when problems and requirements for action arise which cannot be broken
down and distributed among specialist roles within a closely defined
hierarchy. Individuals have to perform their special tasks in the light
of their knowledge of the tasks of the firm as a whole. Tasks lose much
6(their formal defirrition in terrns of methodsv duties, and powers,
which have to be redefined continually by interaction with others partictpat

il1g.Jl1.Jl:lc.tl\.sl<e. rnterl\c~j9!lI"'ll'sl"teI""ll~aSIIluc~as.,,~~tically~. COTn:ll~
.nication between l'~Ol'leOidifferent ~aUks~ndftO resemplel'ateraI'co>J::'
sultation rather than vertical command. Omniscience can no longer be
imputed to the head of the concern." (62)
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a system is particularly appropr-iate when entering technologtes or
markets radically different from the existing business. Members of
such venture teams must be at home in an environment of uncertainty
and rapid change (65, 66). One empirical sindy has been undertaken
which compared the effectiveness of the "ventur-e" system with the
normal"functional" system of management for the development of a
number of U. S. weapon systems, effectiveness being measured in terms
of time and technical performance, and not in terms of cost and market
ability (64). The results of the sindy were somewhat incon lusive, and
not in any case necessarily applicable to commercially oriented innova
tions.

110. Oiher methods of coupl1ngR and D, production and marketing
exist:

"A successful pattern of technology transfer often involves people
moving with ideas from research all the way through production, and
organisation should make this easy. It is very difficult to transplant
new ideas from one orgai:lisation to another. The development of now
ideas should be left in the hand of the originating group until sufftcient
probability of success has been demonstrated; New ideas should not be
transferred prematurely just because they lie outside the assigned
tasks of the originating organisation." (52)

And when ideas must be transferred:

'', .. only in rare cases ts it possible to effect this transfer by the
simple exchange of "software" between the research organisation and
operating component. The writing of reports is certainly not sufficient,
nor is the giving of lectures and verbal exchange of information. Almost
invariably the transfer of technology requrree the demonstration of tech
nical feasibility." (70)

111. Frequent personal contracts between research workers and the
rest of the frrm are also very necessary:

"An extremely important element in the conduct of applied science
is to create circumstances that ensure the confrontation of scientists
with practical problems. •• The failure of fundamental work to yield
practical results, orof applied research to solve the true barrier pro
blems, too often results from the fact that experimenters themselves
are never adequately confronted with the real practical problems that
exist. These practical problems can be a stimulating source of funda-

,...ffi~!!ffil.E~§~1!Ec!1 ...•..•.•.. j)]§t..1!§.§tiffiJl1!ltiQ!l."!lll...comefromtho ..inner ...deveIQp::c
ment of pure science. SUch contracts are "even more necessary in
large organisations than in smaller ones, for research on a broad front,
serving a diverse technical clientele, generates a greatly expanded pos
sibility of matching an industrial need to a technical capability." (70)
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Even though he may sometimes be more distinguished for enthusiasm
and ingenuity than for profound technical understanding, his courage
and tenacity are frequently vital elements of successful innovation. We
need to identify such individuals early in their careers, to encourage
appropriate educational preparation, and to ensure an occupational
environment that will enhance their contributions.

"It must be recognised, however, that many successful innovations
have been accomplished without such zealots, Some very able and orig
inal technical people, who have contributed important innovations, are
riot especially vocal or persuasive. Infectious 'enthusiasm may impart
courage when - as is frequently the case - courage is needed; but en
thusiasm will not, of course, repeal a law of nature, if that is the road
block that stands in the way of a successful innovation. The technical
idea that has glamour or popular appeal or is easily explained and dram
atized is not always the best idea, or the one most likely to lead to
successful application in the long run. " (52)

E. 2. Innovation and Evaluation

115. The choice ex ante, and the evaluation ex post of Rand D of inno
vative venture, also creates new types of problems of management due
to the relatively long-term time horizons and relatively high degrees of
uncertainty involved. Effective definition and appraisal Of the overall
Rand D budget appears to be as difficult for individual firms as it is for
national governments:

"At the present time there are no known relationships between
optimum Rand D expenditures and another single variable that can be
used to establish the research budget with a sufficiently reliable de
gree of accuracy. Thus the budgetary determination by top line officials
in most cases is a matter of using broad gauges to see if the budgetrc
quests of research officers. are reasonable. The. more. frequently applied
guides are competitors' research efforts and the R and D spending/sales
ratio." (7)

Some would argue that - as with national governments - the effective
determination of the total R and D budget must depend on the identification
of long-term objectives, and on the existing and the desired capabilities
needed to achieve these objectives, and that it requires participation from
all parts and all levels of the firm, together with an explicit considera
tion of attitudes towards risk and uncertainty (75),

",,116. "Ex,ante-evaluation-oflong...ter:rn'research~programmes'''pr esel1ts " i

particularly difficult problems of evaluation,·Not only do theygenerally
. present a higher degree of uncertainty than do other types of R and D
'programmes but, 'insofar as evaluation methods take into account the
time value of money (e. g. through such techniques as Discounted Cash
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".•. Some of the observed problem areas (withregard to normative
technological forecasting) are:

the costliness of the inputs'
the dubiousaccuracy of the estimate
the inflexibility of the methods
the limited impact on managerial decision, ", (78)

118. Furfhermor-e.va recent meeting of the European Indusfrial :Rese~.rch

Management Association, at which were present both mdrviduala involved
in developing the methodology of technological forecasting, ' as well as
practittoners f'rom.the larger European.Itrms, concluded that:

"In compantes whose markets weresubject to short time: scale of
product life, long Iead time Irrdevelopment, 'technological discontinuity
between successive products, low predictability of markets and high
competition, technological forecasting was very relevant but difficult to
apply with success. Successful technological forecasting was a charact
eristicoflllore slowly moving -industries. n '(149)

119. In other words, useful technological forecasting is most difficult
todo in precisely those areaswhere it-is most needed.vThrssuggests
that until we have a much greater understanding of the mechanisms of
scientific and teclmological' development, and of users 1 reactions to Tad';';
icalInnovations, forecasting will continue to be empirical rather than
scientific and deductive. As such, few would deny thatforecasting is
still both a feasible and necessary exercise in the evaluating of Rand D
programmes. It can improve insight into complex problems, and focus
attention 'on "critical"areas' where ,further' questions must be answered
(79) :'~ 'But, given the: uncertainties involved, the judgment, experience
and intuition of individuals will continue to have an important role: to play,
as will a thorough and critical evaluation of the assumptions underlying'
any forecast and the effects of changing them.

120. Empirical evidence confirms that proposals for R and D projects
mmdustrfal firms are rarely taken solely on the basis of numerically
basedmodels orevaluation techniques. Two persons concerned with
the management of innovative ventures at DnPont have said the followtng:

"The choice (of ventures) cannot be properly made on the basis of
numbers, weights" fQrmulas,_QJ:",~onleotl1ers,hol~Lcut. It cannot be
properly made by specialists. It must be made instead on.thebasis of
entrepreneurial judgments." (65)

"o:~':'~~x~r,:;j-~-q~it~i'i~;~~e;-:u~-~4'-i9r':,app~ar~ing.'Hi~·;vaI~e'~,6f"'th:e-'-verittif'e-
to the, Company. Onets the, expected net.return on investment over a
period of years. Another is venture worth, which, in a aimp'llffed sense,
is the forecast net cash position from operating the venture for a number
of years and then liquidating all assets. While these criteria are useful,
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Table 8. RESEARCH MANAGEMENT'S OPINION
OF THE ACCURACY WITH WHICH FACTORS AFFECTING

RESEARCH PROJECTS CAN BE ESTIMATED, 1964

Percentages.

. ACCuRACY RATING

FACTOR . ' .. . TOTA(,-

"

EXCEL-
GOOD FAIR POOR LYUN- TOTAL

LENT RELIABLE

Cost of the research
.

project ................ 3.5 27.8 52.2 14.8' 1.7 100

Cost of development if the
research is successful '.. 2.6 38.8 46.6 9.5 ' 2.5 100 '

Probability of technical
-,

success .............. 3.5 51. 3 39.9 6.3 0.0 100

Time necessary to com:" I '. '.

'. '.. , • c' .... ,

0.9 18.6 50.4 24.8 5.3 100plete the. research .•••.•

Manpower requirements ,
'.

necessary to complete the
'research ............. 2.6 34.2 53.5 7.0 2.7 100

Probability of market
success ....... ..' ... ',' 3.6 33.6 38.2 14.5 10.1 100

'I'Imeneceaaary to com- . .....

plete the development .. 1.8 34.5 41. 8 17.3 4.6 100

Marketlffe of the prod-
c'" c . ... '

,

uct if R aud D efforts are
29.0successful . '.... ' ....'~:.~ ',,': 4.6 28.0 23.4 15.0 100

Revenue from the sale of . .

the product if R and Dare 1 .

successful ............ 5.3 36.0 28.9 27.2 2.6 100

Cost reductions if R andD
. I·,

efforts aresuccessful ' ~. 10.7 57.1 14.3 14.3 3.6 100
. . "

, . ," . . '..,'

SOURCE: See Reference 7.
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seek to reduce all the available data to a single composite figure of
merit which can serve as a decision criteria ...

" - The treatment of uncertainty and likehood of success or
failure is generally unsatisfactory •••

II _ The methods proposed fail to recognise that project selec
tion is a continuous process. . .. a new project under review will, in a
practical case, only be in competition with a very limited number of new
or established projects. This is not to say that all projects in a given
programme must not be subjected to regular assessment to determine
their current value and load to related decisions. However, the time
for doing this will be determined by the evolution of the project itself
or of external events related to it .•• " (81)

125. Nevertheless, the report goes on to say:

"All the methods evolved to date are still heavily dependent on
intuitive estimation and the final decision rules must still be interpret
ed with considerable care so that experience and intuition is still the
major- factor involved. To put this matter in perspective, it must how
ever be borne in mind that there is a fairly general feeling of dissatis
faction with the existing procedures for project selection. Virtually all
researoh managcrs are highly interested in formal methods for this
purpose although in fact freely admitting that they do not make much use
of them. Furthermore, as projects become more complex; as.the rate
of technological advance inereases,it is becoming increasingly difficult
t<? make satisfactory intuitive decisions. More and more, the need is
being felt for rendering explicit the implicit assumptions and hypotheses
upon which intuitive .dectstons are based. However ,unsatisfactory the
existing formal methods may be, the use of no method at all is likely to
be even worse. It is felt, therefore, that it is very much, worthwhile, to
devote effort to improving techniques and, perhaps even more important
ly, to acquire experience in the application of such techniques; without
this experience the essential feedback which will assist further develop
ment will be lost. 11

126. The report therefore goes on to discuss a number of general con
stderations which should be borne in mind when designing specific eval
uation procedures, such as the rapid rejection of unsuitable projects,
the information requirements for evaluation, attitudes to risk, sequential
evaluation, the choice of decision criteria, and the implicationsfor eval
uation methods of the degree of advancement 9f the project.

E.3, hmovation and CompariyObjectives

127. Both the appropriate organisational forms for innovation and the
criteria used inevaluating research projects and innovative ventures
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order to recognise the opportunities for industrial innovation that the
market affords. A number of European firms have already demonstrat
ed that this can be done successfully." (82) Operating in the U. S. A. will
also ensure a strong techoological and managerial feedback from the
U. S. environment.

132. A firm can launch an innovation on world markets through a 'num
ber of channels: -exportsvItceneing, direct foreign investment and joint
venturesv vlt may use more than one channel, and the mix will probably
vary over time. The factors influencing the choice of channel include
the relative weight of tariffs and transport costs in the value of the pro
duct, the managerial and financial resources at the firm's disposal, the
size of the local market and the importance of local manufacture to its
penetration, practices with regard to government markets, and the desir
ed degree of control over further techoological developments. Statisti
cal evidence suggests that U.S. firms are increasingly launching their
innovations in foreign markets through direct foreign investment (54).
No equivalent data are avaflable.for firms in other Member countries.

133. Effective competition in international markets requires special
isation, and technology cannot be exempted from this requirement.
However, technological specialisation may often be very different from
conventional concepts of specialisation (for example, between wool or
wine, or between electronics and agriculture). In areas of rapidtech
nological change, 'where new market opportunities are continually open
ing up, there are ample opportunities for specialisation within sectors
- between different sorts of aircraft, different sorts of electronic goods,
different sorts of drugs, or different sorts of transportation equipment.

134. The fields chosen for specialisation Will, of course, dependon
the relative strengths and weaknesses of the firm, and on the possibil
ities of market penetration. But even in fields wher-e. other firms or
countries appear to have a strong lead in an important broad area of
technology, specialisation and concentratton of effort can be rewarding.
For example, in spite of the general U. S. lead in solid state techoology,
certain Japanese firms have been very successful through concentrating
their efforts on this technology's use in electronic consumer goods (84).
And at least one European firm has benefited from a concentration of
effort:

", •• by narrowing down the field by excluding all but silicon
devices and by excluding all techoiques other than diffusion and by limit-

,.,ing..o.l\'!lelYe!l.J9.,a,Jla;r'.9w.r.l!Jlge~.Qfpowe);'cs.,;r:eql,li.~gi.9• .!h~.al,l!Pmllj;iYe•..
and aircraft industries, it has been possible, with a few technical men
concerned in the work, to developover a limited range quite a number
of sophisticated devices and it has been possible to s,ell back to the larg
est corporation in the United States a Itcense on one of them. " (83)
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total"style" of the firm with regard to technological innovation, includ
ing the appropriate organisational form and the criteria for evaluating
R and D projects. Yet very little appears on the subject in the academic
literature. Further thought on these problems may well be relevant to
member governments, insofar as they are involved either directly or
indirectly in industrial technological activities. It may also be relevant
in relation to the policy objectives that member governments fix in areas
with a strong scientlfic and technological component.

E.4. Conclusions

140. To sum up, R and D and technological innovation create new and
sometimes difficult problems for management. This is partly due to
the relatively recent growth of R and D and innovation as important
management functions, and partly to certain unique characteristics
which - as we have seen with regard to organisation and evaluation 
may require adaptation or rethinking of conventional management prac
tices. The prime requirement for the successful management of Inno
vation would appear to be entrepreneurship - not only in individuals, but
also in organisational forms capable of transmitting knowledge and in
formation across functional and divisional boundaries and of responding
rapidly to change, and in evaluation methods which take account of tech
nological and market rmcertainties and of the nature of the various stages
of the innovation process,

141. This same entrepreneurial flexibility and openmindedness will
be necessary 'for a real improvement in the techniques for managing
research and innovation. Academic institutions can play an important
role in advancing understanding of research and innovative processes,
and in training innovative and entrepreneurial management - pr-ovided
that they are closely coupled with the real problems and experience of
those actually involved in research and innovation: this point will be
returned to in Part IV of the report, concerned with government policy.
Finally, the management literature, the activities of management con
sultants and of ElRMA and lRI*, together with the pressures of an in
creasingly open and competitive environment, will ensure that advances
in this particular aspect of management technology - as with advances
in other "software" and "hardware" technologies, will continue to be
diffused internationally and rapidly.

* EuropeanIndustrial Research Management Association, and the Industrial Research
Institute, which is its equivalent in the U.S.A.
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Part ill

THE UNIVERSITIES



A. UNIVERSITY SCIENCE AND INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY~

IN INDUSTRIALLY ADVANCED COUNTRIES

A.I. National Scientific and Technological Capabilities

142. The relationship between science and technology has evolved,
during the past 200 years, from independence to occasional links, and
from there to mutual interdependence. This movement has been brought
about by economic and military competition, as Illustrated by the emer
gence of the German chemical industries in the 1860's and of many
other' science-based industries which followed, as .'well as by' scientific
and technological efforts induced by the Second World War. It has been
accelerated by the increasing availability and applicability of scientific
knowledge. These two convergiIlgforces still being at work, the trend
towards closer links between science and technology is unlikely to di
minish in the foreseeable future. Science and technology have drawn
together in an increasing number of sectors, but by no means in 'alkof
them, nor indeed - to a satisfactory extent -111 all countries. Hence
there is much roomleft for further systematic application of science
to practical tasks.

143. The. aim of this part of the report is to attempt to shedsome light
on the concrete relations between, science and technology inthe indue
trially advanced countries of the OECD area, It has been suggested in
earlier studies that the national strengih in technology is linked to na
tional strength in science. Countries with strong capabilities in funda
mental science, It is argued, seem to be particularly capable of apply
ing science to practical tasks as well. This' thesis is often based on the
history of science and technology in two countries, Germany and the

.·t1nite"i(·States:Canrtpegel1l'rii1f~eafOalf'C(\UIltries?""'······· .

144. It is difficult to find a universally acceptable indicator of national
scientific capabilities. No single indexis perfect. Two indicators
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146. However, it does not necessartly tollow that there is a direct
causal link between national, scientific and teclmological capabilities.
Both could depend on other - perhaps 'sociological, economic or political 
factors. In order to examine whether there are direct links between
science and technology, further data aretnecessary, Therefore, the
following two sections' of this! report will examine some of the available
evidence on the two-way lmks between science and technology.

A. 2. Knowledge Transfer from University to Industry

147. Before presenting the data which attempt to examine how science
is linked' to technology, some general remarks are necessary. 'Pis
cusstons on science and technology, cannot remain general for very long.
They have to focus on the institutions which produce and use science and
technology, that is to say, on university and industry. Science-technol
ogy Iinks imply university-industry links. However, the basic objectives
of industry and University are different, sometimes even contradictory.
Until recently, all European c?untries assumed more or less explicitly
that the main and certainly most noble task of a university was to pursue
research and teaching for their own sake. In the United States, the uni
versity concept which developed during the 19th century was, at the

"begmning, not very different. American universities were not closely
linked to society's requirements, This started to change with the land
grant colleges which were established in 1862 as a help for American
agriculture. As the land grant colleges developed into universities 
which they were not at the beginning - the understanding grew that uni
versities should not just be ivory towers, but should also be sensitive
to society's needs and problems.

148. However, in most countries, the drawing together of university
and industry has led to tension, illustrating how difficult it is to recon
cile the growing interpenetration of science and technology with the
differences between the aims of university and industry. Although this·
interpenetration is lfkely to increase, industry and university will pro
bably never be fully integrated and tensions will hence subsist. One
cannot even exclude a further increase of these tensions in extreme
cases, up to the point of provistonally jeopardizing the whole system
of induatry-univer'stty links. In the United States as well as in other

in the 19th century, Russia had already given birth to many brilliant scientists and inventors,

,Ea}.~_~_~~_sg~~~n§",I;1~g,_~R:g<l:g~9",~R:",,~~~R:t_ms~__~_§~~sl;1__~~J::lS~,Eh~,g!J:_s~,V{?~!c1",Y!¥'_" ,<l:Ilc1"thClus<l:Ilds
':If Chinese studied sciepce abroadbetwet?D:,E~e,t~()wars.",}';hes~,,7,xaIIlfles! a~,we_ll_~s the'
Israeli experience, seem to indicate that - at least during' the filst half of the 20·th century,
national strength in science was not in every case linked to national strength in technology.
But, in each of these cases, national scientific capabilities werJvery closely linked to

Western European or U. S. .sctence,
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Table 9. SOURCE OFR AND D EVENTS, BY INSTITUTION

DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO "HINDSIGHT",
IN %, OF ALL R AND D EVENTS

Dept. of Defense Laboratories ••••••••••••.•• • • • • • • 39

Federal Institntions (except Dept. of Defense) 2

Industry • • • . • .. .. • • • . . 49

Universities (incl. Contract Research Center) • .o ••• ". 9

Foreign

TOTAL

· .0 _ .

DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO "TRACES",
IN %, BY TypE OF R. AND DEVENT

1

100

NON -MISSION,
MISSION- DEVEWPMENT
ORIENTED ANDRESEARCH
RESEARCH APPLICA TION

EVENTS
EVENTS EVENTS.

Research Institutes and
Government •.. o • .o • .o • 10 15 10

Industry ·..... . -,.,' ...... 14 54 83

Universities .......... 76 31 7

TOTAL ·............. 100 100 100

SOURCES: References 13 and 120.

science") played no noteworthy role in the development of the 20 weapons
systems. It contributed only O. 3% of all R andD events, while applied
research contributed 7.7% and technology 92%. In "institntional" terms,
only 9% of all Rand D events came from university (most of this, evi~

dently, was applied research and development), 49% came from indus
·trY;·811d·~39%"from·government··laboratories;·····However;··the·apparent.' .
modesty of theuntver-stty contribution" was mainly due to the very 'short
time period which the Hindsight investigators took into account: they
started with 1940,and stressed that they had deliberately excluded the
"pool of basic knowledge" assembled before 1940. In spite of this warning,
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carried out within the United States too, and only little of it in other
cOWltries?Th~reare ,probably many reasons for this. One ofthe most
important - the advantage for technologtcal innovation of close, personal
contacts between industry and university -will be discussed later on in
section B.2. of this part of the report.

155. On the basis of this evidence, It would appear that science does
contribute to industrial innovation, and in some cases, it has become
an. integral- part of the innovation process.vHowever, .whether the uni
versityalways contributes 60% of all R andD events, as in the TRACES
innovations; .rematns to be, tested by other-studies. Probably, ,a shorter
time period than that of TRACES would reduce the proportion of relevant
non-rntsston research events and hence of nniversity science. But they
might easily remain the largest single group of Rand D events leading

.-to any industrial innovation. Of course, much depends upon the- sciences
mvolved, .' It seems that some fundamental sciences - for example,
chemistry -:participate with abigher rate in industrial innovation tban
others. A study by the U. S. National Academy of Sciences on modern
chemIstry (121) investigated statistically the scientific publications which
announced "practicaldtscovertes" (inventions and innovations) in Indus-.
trial chemistry. On the basis of the cited references, the basic research
results leading to the "discoveries"were tracedbacktotheir ortgtns,
l!'pr'example, publications .related to·16 different -industrial- discoveries
included 240 citations in all. Sixty-five percent of them referred to uni
versity research, 31% to industrial research, and 4% to other sources:
a dtstrfbution which would tend to confirm the findings of TRACES. If
the citations in the announcements of the practical industrial discoveries

,.are broken down by the type of publication they refer tovthe following
distribution appears: 67% referred to fundamental science journals and
books, 22% .to applied journals, 10% to patent publications, and 1% to
other sources. Possibly, university 'research in physfcs plays, on aver
age, a less important role in thedevelopmentof industrial technology,
but thts.ts one of the many questions which remain to be -Investtgated,

156. It must be added that the relevance of fundamental science to tech
nological innovation goes beyond the mere transfer of R and D events
from university to industry, as illustrated by TRACES. American ex
perts, among others,noticed that a growing part of applied research
was being performed by people whose training was in basic science (122).
This maybe because basic scientists are often of a higher intellectual
calibre than applied scientists and engineers. Their contribution en
riches the quality of applied science and also of development and helps

..to, ensure .that due-attention-as.gtven.to .the .work.and.tne,disCQyel'i.es,O!., :
thewor'ld-widesctenttffo :community• ,;" Thus,.. mdustrralftrms. may have,
a direct economic interest to attract basic scientists into their innova
tion research teams (123). Possibly also" the increasing participation
of basic scientists m applied research and technology indicates that it
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by Langrish, these two factors explain the delay which occuredin more
than half of 84 investigated innovations in British industry: 33.0% "some
other technology not sufficiently developed" and 23. 0% "nor market or
need" (86).

159. But in addition to this, it is probable that the thirty year cycle
has often been due to the fact that the technological relevance of new R
and D events has not been understood by, or not known to, the competent
people or -univereity. The diffusion of new knowledge was limited or
deficient. University discoveries were not transmitted quickly enough
to the student body or to industry, and it took years - sometimes a
generation- before they found their way into handbooks, teaching pro
grammes and finally' industrial laboratories. It 'comes asno surprise
that,in 22.0% of Langr.ishts 84 innovations, the factors 1-istedas caus
ing delay belong to this group: "potential not recognised by management";
10% "resistance to new ideas" ; and 4. 0% "poor co-operation or commu
nication". It should be possible to reduce the thirty year cycle iuthose
cases where it is due to lack of understanding or communication.

160. The results of a study by F. Lynn suggests that the gestation
period for military innovations has been shorter than for civil innova
tions (14). This has probably been due in part to the clearer definition
of defence "needs" than is often possible for civil innovations,and possi
bly also to the greater time pressures related to. military innovations.
Equally important, however, may be the difference in the modes of know
ledge transfer for the Hindsight and TRACES innovations. The thirty
year time lag observed in the TRACES innovations suggests that most
university created knowledge was transferred through university educa
tion and publications. .In the Hindsight innovations, however"many
transfers were ,based on informal person~to-personcommunication~
'There is no doubt, as we shall see, that suchpersonaLtransfers are
quicker and more efficient than the other channels of university-industry
communication.

161. Most "person-embodied"knowledge transfers take place through
university graduates who join industry as. full-time collaborators, through
consultancy work of university teachers, and through industrialists'
participation in university courses. No comparable data are available
on the relative importance of the different modes of knowledge transfers,
neither .within a country nor betwcen countrtesr but data for ·the·United
Kingdom shows that all three methods are used by more than 70% of
large companies (I, e. with more than 5, 000 employees) (154). Nonethe-

,~,,,-,,~,-,,;~,,,",:c;~"'~--¢re8's';";-llie"-WiisiOri§-'··wtiich'-~i'f'i-~e-'-'ff,q'm·--th'e"-difft3riiig·"bpj-ective's;""pr:~d(fctiptt~o',

tions and ideals of industry and university do create problems.

162. Thus, scientists prefer academic career'! to. industrial jobs in all
countries. Complaints about this and related problems have been heard
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were of professional rank. Of the 82%, 58% of the firms had long term
agreements with consultants for occasional, one-day meetings, whilst
36% employed specialists for regular consultation in specific fields.
Furthermore, most universities allowed staff to take an outside consul
tancy for at least 10% of their time, but rarely for more than 20%.

166. In this respect, it is very interesting to come back to the high
correlation between the number of science Nobel prize winners and
technological performance of OEeD countries. In fact, the personal
links between Nobel prize winners and technologically successful indus
tries might add a second and more direct explanation of the close rela
tion between the two in addition to the general links between national
scientific andtechnological capabilities mentioned above. It is not
secret that some Nobel prize winners performed the bulk of their re
search work in or for industry, or at least in close collaboration with
industry. Unfortunately, no internationally comparative statistics on.
this are yet available. But on the-basis of a few checks, one can tenta
tively suggest that in countries which excel in industrial innovation,
Nobel prize winners tend to work nearer to industry than in countries
with a smaller performance in industrial innovation, Since 1943,' -for
example, Swltz.er'Iand has received the same number of science Nobel
prizes as France, although her population is only a tenth of that of
France. Switzerland's performance in technological innovation is rel
atively higher than the French performance, and some of the four Swiss
Nobel prize winners are known to have done their research in, or for in
dustry - which cannot be said of their French colleagues. Thus, the
collaboration of first class scientists adds to industry's innovative
capability. The latter in turn helps industry ~ in financial and substan
tive terms - to attract first class scientists.

167. Finally, another method of knowledge transfer from university to
industry which has received publicity in recent years is the"scientific
entrepreneur", the university scientist who commercially exploits his
knowledge by creating a science-based firm. But the discussion in
Part II of this report suggests that relatively few of these scientific
entrepreneurs come directly from university;-, most were already from
other industrial-or government laboratories. Therefore, the knowledge
transfer from university to industry through this method may be less
important than was generally believed. Of course, this does not mean
that this method of knowledge transfer should not be encouraged - quite
the contrary.

"168; In. conclusion it should be-noted-that ail-the-modes''of-knowledge
transfer described- above border on a problem that has not 'been' msntton
ed thus far. Knowledge does not flow free of charge. Getting it requires
some effort and, in this context, it is worth citing one of the conclusions
of the recent U. K. survey of university/indnstry relations:
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pointed out that they classified R and D events "on the basis of their
teclmical content and'motivation; independent of the organisation in
which they occurred. II

170. Hawever;the university asa national "organisation" trains
scientists who have to find' employment. Obviously," this mere fact
places industry in aposition of influence, if not power, at.least over a
long time-period. Industry being an important employer of science and
teclmology graduates in OEeD countries, it is today widely accepted
that universities should be responsive to industrial manpower require
ments. Since university training is more often than not linked today to
university research, any change, in the one is likely after sometime to
bring about changes in the other as well. Hence, industrial require
ments do affect not only the patterns of university training, but the pat
terns of research too. It would be interesting to know how much the
numerous changes in science curricula and university research pro
grammes of the past have been due to changing industrial requlrements
rather than to any independent dynamics of the development of know
ledge.

171. Naturally, there are national differences in the way industrial
teclmology is linked to fundamental science. Joseph Ben-David called
some national types of university organisation -for example,the
United States type - "entrepr-eneur-ial", atreasmgthat they-are more
flexible and more 'responsive' to 'industrial needs than other forms of
scientific· organisation (127). However, it it doubtful whether differences
of national university traditions alone are sufficient to explain the large
national vartationswhich exist in scientific excellence and in the qual
ity and strength of industry-university links. Such an explanation should
perhaps be complemented by a differentiation of national industrial
systems, for there are entrepreneurial and less entrepreneurial indus
trial traditions ,as well. To, stimulate science and to create successful
industry-university links requires an' entrepreneurial industrial attitude
at least as much as an entrepreneurial university attitude.

172. But this is not necessarily, true in all cases. For example, it has
been mentioned above that, during the first decades of this century,
Germany was a leading scientific and teclmological power. At the same
time, her university traditions were said to be rigid and not entrepr.e
neurral (127). But hetween 1901 and 1939, Germany, with about 70
million inhabitants, received 36 science Nobel prizes, compared to 49
prizes accruing to the United Kingdom, France and the United States

'Tnkeu'f6gether;Thesefhreec6iiliffiesfogefherhiidiipopuliitlonof
about230~illionanduniversity ~ystems which, ,except for France,
were supposedly less rigid. Did the intrinsic quality of their scientists,
or the general prestige of science in their countries lag behind those of
Germany? This is not likely.



try to get ffrst-cclaae scientists, wherever they are coming from.
-Therefore, full control is a relatively irrelevant form of industrial in
fluence in the university system. "The permeation 'of academic policy
by business principles is a matter of more or less, not of absolute,
dominance." (129)

177. It is more promising to look for patterns 'of partial financing by
industry and hence, partial influence on universities. One might sup

~ pose that the direct relevance of university science to industry would
be visible in the patterns of university financing, at least in highly in
dustrialised countries. However, this is not the case. Di:rect indus
trial contributions to university research are insignificant in theOECD
area. They amount to 1. 5% in the United States, 3.9% in the United
Kingdom and O. 7% in France. The relatively highest contributions of
industry to national university budgets are to be found in Spain (6.8%)
and Ireland (5. 1%)(130). Of course, this does not mean that in Spain
and Ireland, university science is more relevant to industry than in,
say, the United States. It seems rather to indicate that in technological
ly less developed" countries such' as those' mentioned, industry is less
capable in terms of scientific 'manpower and laboratories of carrying out
the research that It needs, and that university research is inadequately
supported, so that industrial contracts are eagerly accepted.

178. However ~ a much more significant picture of industry influences
appears as soon as-financial data become 'more precise and detailed.
In the United Kingdom,' industry seems to have an important influence
on the direction of post-graduate research and training, since 20% of
all funds for post-graduate research and 12% of the funds for training
come from industrY,-col1tributionsbeing higher in technology than in
science, and higher in chemistry than in other sciences (125). "This is
certainly a more relevant figure than the 3. 9% of all university funds
in the United Kingdom contributed by industry. A closer look reveals
that in many industrialised OECDcountries, industry contr-ibutes con
siderably - not to the financing of the national university system, but
to the financing of selected univer-sity departments, chairs and research
institutions. Cases of open financial support for clearly defined univer
sity purposes have been reported from the bigscience:"based companies
of many countries, for example, the Netherlands, Ger-manyv Italy,
Switzerland, the United States. In many of these cases, it appears that
industrtal wtshes are-easier to articulateand to satisfy withiIl relatively
small regional groupings, because a political; economic and even per':':'
sonal framework for intimate co-operation between industry, university
andg\.lvernment·oftoo·i!.ireadY·eXlstsor'canbeeasIiy'createa:'for ." .
example, contributions of the four big Swiss pharmaceutical companies
(all being located in the canton of Basle) to the University of Basle have
a touch of local patriotism which both pariners tend to cultivate.
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182. Tnaum up, published evidence about industrial influence on the
organisation of university training and research is so scattered that it
does not yet lead to a complete picture for any smgle country. But it
is certainly consistent with our main working hypothesis, namely, that
first-class industrial teclmology has become one of the main stimuli' of
fir st-claas univet-stty science.

B. TWO GENERAL CHARACTERISTiCS OF EFFECTiVE
UNIVERSITY/INDUSTRY CO-OPERATION

183. Thus far, two important characteristics of the univeraity tndus
try relations have not been discussed in great detail. The first charac
teristic is theuncertamtyassociated withscientific development and ,
application, and the consequent need for a framework factlttating flexible,
pluralrstic and conttnutng communication between the Wliversities.' and
'industry. The second characteristic is the "per-son embodied" nature
of 'flows of information between university and industry, and the conse
quently strong, regional link between strengths of scientific and techno

logical capabilities. Each will now be discussed in turn.

B. 1. Fundamental Research in Industry

184. A'recent article reviewing the numerous case studies ofinnova
tion which have been made in the U. S. A. concluded as follows:

innovation typically depends on information for which the
requirement cannot, be anticipated in definitive terms and
therefore cannot be programmed in advance; instead, key
information is often provided through unrelated research.
The process is facilitated by a great deal of freedom and
flexibfltty in communicationacross organizational,geogra
phical, ,and disciplinary lines;

the function of basic research in the innovation process can
often be described as meaningful dialogue between the scien
tific andthe technological communities. The entrepreneurs
for the tnnovatton process usually belong to the latter sector,
while the persons intimately familiar with the necessary
scientificunderstandtngare often part of the former (48).

185. How do the universities and industry in the indnstrially advanced
"Col.illtffesadapt""t6"l.illceftaill.tjf"a:ll.d the,.e'lUir~ntell.tsOf"·mea?,ill.gfuldi~logue?···"··

It is reasonable to argue that an effective interface is no doubt created
by the,oxtstence, on the one hand, of "fundamental" r~searchin fnduE;~

try, which looks not only into the firm towards application, but also out
wards towards the universities and standards of academic excellence;
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Table 10" INDUSTRIAL, .F"UNDAMENTAL.,RESEARCH AND UNIVERSITY
APPLIED RESEARCH IN NINE DECD C,DUNTRJES(1963-::-1964)

") (2) (3)

fUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH APPLIED RESEARCH fUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH
IN THEBUSINESS DEVELOP'MENT IN THEBUSINESS

ENTERPRISE SECTOR , IN UNIVERSITY :ENTERPRISE SECTOR
AS%OFALLRANDD AS%OFALLRANDD AS % OFALL

IN BUSJNESS ENTERPRISE IN UNIVERSITY FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH

Austria ............ 9.8 46.3 27.6
Belgium .......... 9.0 37.8 32.4
Canada .•••••••••••• 5.3 - -
Frahce ' ............ 4.0 14.1 10.2
Italy. .~ .•.. ~; -,'...........~ 4.8 40.2 3;6
Netherlands ....... 19•.0

/
40.0 38.9

NorWay' ............ 4.2 . 31.2 10.5
United Ktugdcm .• ; •• 4.9 15.5 24.3
United States ....... 4.2 .. 3701 25.2 .

.. ...

SOURCE, international ~~atiStical year for R and D, Paris, 1965, Vol. 2.
tiaps in Technology, Analytical Report; OECD, Paris, 1970.

Table 11. FUNDAMENTAL' RESEARCH IN THE BUSINESS ENTERPRISE
SECTOR AS A PERCENTAGE OF APPLIED RAND D IN:THEffiGHER

EDUCATION SECTOR. 1963-1964

Austria .•••••••••.••••••••••••• ,.••••
Belgium ~,; ; •••
France •••••••••••••••• , ••••••• '"
Ireland .
Italy ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Nether-lands ••••• ' •••••••••••••••••
Norway •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Spain •• , .
United Kingdom ••••••••••••••••••••
United States •••• " ••••••••••••••••

SOURCE, See ReferenceISO.

51.9
111.3
108.3

1.0

l~t:
34.7
22.2

290.1
164.4

Table 12. FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH IN THE BUSINESS ENTERPRISE
SECTOR AS A PERCENTAGE OF APPLIED R AND D IN THE HIGHER

EDUCATION SECTOR IN THE USA

1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

1963
1964

.................... .- ;,;, .

..., .

97.0
106.4
130.4
139.7
146.0
149.5

SOURCE, Scientific Activities atUnlversilies andCollege.l,NSF,WashinglOll, 1968, together wilhRef. 130.
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191. Table 14 summarises the results of three different investigations,
from which it appears that personal contact between scientists and en
gineers (methods 2 and 3) is the method most often used to transfer
knowledge, being found in about 80% of the observed cases. The two
more classical methods of transfer seem to be much less important.
Transfer hy reading and studying (method 1) is certainly less efficient,
whereas transfer through a few brilliant individuals (method 4) is perhaps
not less efficient, but less widespread: the inventor who combines wide
scientific and engineering competences seems to be relatively rare.

192. However, economic and military competition, although most
prominent in establishing personal interaction between scientists and
technologists, is not the only precondition of such interaction. There
are other factors which can promote or hinder person-to-person commu
nication. The prominence of personal contacts during the development
of Hindsight innovations appears in a new light. if it is related to a sec.,...
ond leading characteristic of the Hindsight scientists and engineers :
their professional and educational similarity.

193. in fact, the educational level of most Hindsight performers was
exceptionaliy high, since 90% of them were university graduates (10.5%
Ph. D's; 22.5% M. S's; 57. 0% B. s' s), A large proportion of them grad
uated at the twenty or thirty leading universities of the United States
which had strong links with the Department of Defense and which receive
a large part of all government funds for research. Ninety-six percent
of all involved scientists and engineers graduated in subjects which
were already closely related to their later professional work in defence
innovation and many were associated with university professors who
performed defence research. Moreover, their age distribution was
very similar'; most of them were at the time of their maincontribution
to Hindsight innovations between thirty and forty years old, and many
had left the university eight to ten years before this. The pattern
emerging from these observations "seems to describe a very sophisti
cated guild. The value of the guild relationship in the transfer of technol
ogy was demonstrated over 200 years ago. " (18)

194. Again, additional studies indicate that, at least in the United
States, the value of the guild relationship based upon graduation in one
of the few leading universities is not limited to military innovations.
The study already mentioned on ten successful innovations of General
Electric (128) reveals that 33 out of the 57 involved scientists and en
gineers - 53 of them American trained - graduated at the following. " : " " ..
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Harvard University 5

'Mtt···· •••••• •-. • • •• ••• . • . ••. ••••• ••••••• •• "4-,

University of California

University of illinois

;'.' .. ', , ".', 'C',................'..... 4

4

CaltforniaInstttute of Technology ••';;'".'.. . 3

Ohio State University H........•..'0...... . 2

Cornell University

Unlver'sity of Wisconsin

Yale University

University of Michigan

Stanford University

University of Chicago

Columbia University

......,' ~ .. , , .
...' '. ' ' .' .

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

195; Thus, more than 60% of all the American trained performers
c~m~f:r()m:a few "~entres.:of,:exgel1~llce"which. all belong,~~,:th~_ t?P
nniversities of the United States in terms of Ph. D~ trainingandIn terms
of government-financed Rand Dvp'rog.rammesv-.Furthermoi':e;~;:-lt,appear-s
that these thirteen top universities are training only approximately 30%
of all American Ph. D's. This suggests that first-class civil technologies
require:- just as military teehnologtes in the Hindsight case '~a 'more
thanpropcrttonately high number of the best available brains. It is not.
unlikely that some of these scientists and engineers knew each other, dr
were known to the same professors even before entering GeneralEleetrfc,
Intbfarespect, it is revealing .to see in Table: 15 the· high concentration

.of :re'search' and,Ph.D.- training ina.Iew American ·riniversities.:', Natural
ly; -sucha concentration of fir st-claesnesearch, ': Itrst-class-traintng.and
government relations ina few places 'greatlyfactlttatedthe creation of .
a "guild" 'system wtth closeperaonal contacts.

196. Several conclusions emerge from this. ;First, the importance of
person-to-person contacts in the transferof knowledge towarda.appltca

'Hon;''fogetnerwltntliegulldC:likenatureOfthese60rita6ts,helflexpraill······
theclose rel'ationshipshetWeen ,sdieritHi6iind·te6!\nologi6a16apahilities'
at theregionalIevel,: Until' now, such pet-son-to-person. contacts 'have
tendedtotakeplace within a national framework'forreasons;ofgeograph
ical proximity, 'languageand ~ most tmportant-c.the largely national
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and who are Incontact with industry and government, seem to be the
key figures In this "guild" or elite system. They are the most powerful
professional group in the effective coupling of science and technology for
both civrl and military innovations." It wouldbe very, important to know
to what degree "similar patterns exist in other countrtes; There are
indications that this is indeed the ease in European countries,as well,
but the available data do not suffice to affirm this in a definite way.

199. Finally, it is clear that, given the .tmportance of person-to-person
conblets,} variety of sociological barriers. can hinder effective univer
sity/industry relations. Educational systems in which the training of
university scientists' is rigidly separated, differences in social status
between careers' in' industry' and in the universities, ideological differences
between industry and theuniversities,and excessive juridical 'and ad
ministrative regulation c~ all, make the achievement of effective uni
versity/industry relations particularly difficult. And although no detail
ed and comprehensive evidence is available on such factors for a wide
numberofcountrfes,' 'one can think of specific countries in which they
are especially important.

C. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY

C.l, The Functions of a National Capability in Fundamentai Research

. 200. The conclusions of this part of the reportcanbe only ~entative

because they are based on insufficient empirical 'evidence, Nonetheless,
such evidence as does exist is consistent with what follows:

- Fundamental -research- is an ,essential input into innovation he
cause it enlarges tbe general pool of knowledge from which
innovations draw (often in an unpredicted or unpredictable man
ner) , and because it helps solve problems raised by more ap
plied, innovation-oriented research.

- The close links observed between national strength infunda
mental research and national performance m technologtcal inno
vation exist because knowledge flows and the definition of needs
between science and technology are largely ."per~onembodied":
that is, they happen through people talking together frequently
or through people moving from one institution to an?ther'.'. These
c?nt!lcts. nnd mov".lllentshave tended totakeplaMwith:i1rt'a.iher
than across nattonalboundartes;' .

- Although results of the world's fundamental research may be a
"free good"; .therr effective .Identlfication, ,assimilation and
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on past efforts (133). And, even if one was able to calculate a historical
ly based figure, its application in determining future levels of funding
would cause problems; as has been pointed out in Part II, conventional
methods of calculating economic returns are blunt instruments to apply
to an activity whose economic pay-off is as long term, diffuse and un
certain as fundamental research. Thus, the use of this technique is
probably not for the present; but advaoces in the maoagement of Rand
D may eventually lead to some sort of application in the future.

204. Another approach suggested on the basis of the ftndings of the
TRACES study might be:

"an analysis. of needed innovations to determine their .characterfst
ics can help to identify key block~ of knowledge which might contribute
to innovation. Such analysis coupled with forecast techniques could aid
in recognistng "breakthrough" barriers early. The history of magnetic
ferrites is interesting. •• progress was limited by lack of detailed
understanding of the basic properties of ceramic materials. Studies in
crystal chemistry aod in the electrical aod magnetic properties of a num
ber of materials provided the knowledge which unlocked the barriers to
successful application." (13)

205. However, this suggestion is made on the basis of a study of five
innovations, and its application to the totality of government's:fundamen
tal research efforts would pose maoy difficulties. It would require con
siderable resources for planning aod forecasting; it could lead to rigid
ities In funding in an area of great uncertainty; and, very often, the
need" for innovation caonot be defined by government, but only by in
dustry. Nonetheless, governments can take broader and more flexible
measures to orient fundamental research towards innovation, for exam
pIe, through influencing the output of higher education - and therefore
the related fundamental research - in relation to industry's needs,or
by orienting research and training grants towards broad areas of interest
to industry.

206. But it must ultimately be recognised that, given the uncertainties
associated with fundamental research and technological innovation, and
given the "person embodied" nature of the links established between the
two, the successful coupling between them (I, e. recognition of opportu
nities, definition of needs, flow of_information) ultimately r equrres con
tinuing, personal aod pluralistic collaboration between the universities
and industry. The views of both industry aod government in the U. K;

~~survey ·"on.l'irmUli,,·need·ilMY:····, .

207. But how cao government help to meet it? Unfortunately, the
most spectacular and successful government action to this end may be
misleading. Governments have successfully brought together industry
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It has been suggested in Part II of this report that national specialisation
in technology will increase - a subject which will be taken up again in
Part IV. We have also seen that the pace and direction of national tech
nological efforts have an influence on the pace and direction of national
fundamental science. Does this mean that choice and priorities in fun
damental research should or do reflect patterns of specialisation in
technology? Of course, fundamental research is, in general, less ex
pensive than are technological activities, 80 that it is possible at the
fundamental end of the spectrum to cover a wider field than in industrial
technology, Given the inherent uncertainties in the direction and poten
tial applicability of scientific advance, this would probably be a wise
policy. Nonetheless, it is perhaps worth asking whether national "cen
tres of excellence" in science will increasingly reflect national"centres
of excellence" in technology; and whether scientific "centres of ex
ceflence" should be concentrated in a few universities, or spread amongst
a great number according to discipline, given the growth of interdisci
plinary research.
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Part IV

GOVERNMENT



A. THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

A. 1. Its Nature and Limitations

211. The reasons for government interest in the process of technological
itm"vationhave already been set out at the beginning of this report. They
relateto ,the effecti'ye use,of .sctenttffc and.technological resource~, in
dustrial growth, international Hompetition and - in a cpl1ective sense -
to laying the basis for long-term growth of the OESDarea as a ",hole.
Yet these legithna~.ereasons for inter-est are, not to be confused ~ith

govemmentrs role in the impleme~tationof inn,0'Vation. _As we have
seen, the main agentsfor the~17E!atiolJ' 'transfer ar;dapplicati0Il of
scientific and technological knowledge are industry and the universities.
Nonetheless, governments have aconstderable >- albeit often indirect 
iIIflut3nce on the prooess of technolo~i~al innovation, - From the,formula
tion of national objectives in" such _areas as edllcation, industrial and
commercial policy and defence, down to;rel~t~velym~~epi-atters"~:tiCh
as regulatton.. governl11e~t}iCtionhas _a~ imp?rtant _in:fi~ence" on-the, avail
ability and flexibility of resources for innovation, on the demands fOf"
new technology, and on the pressures, rewards and constraints on insti
tutions and individuals engaged in various parts of the innovative process.
Thus, although governments often do not have legal or technical respon
sibilities in many key parts of the i~ova.tiyeprocess, their actions (or
lack of them) have an important influence upon it.

A.2. Its Objectives

212. Two factors complicate any government's attempt to formulate a
policy for technologtcalInnovatton; First, rrianygovernment measures

",cwhich,cimpinge'on'the'innovative'process"'are-not-directlv-and-prtmartly
concerned with its promotion. Second, very little is known about the
effectiveness of government measures -both direct and indirect - in
improving the innovative process. Forinnately, Parts.ll and III of this
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nonetheless an important input into the innovative process, and is an
essential concern of science policy makers.

B. 1. Industrial R and D

215. Table 16 shows the money spent on industrial R and D in thirteen
countries as a percentage of net industrial output at various periods
during the 1960's: in other words, the proportion of industrial resources
devoted to industrial Rand D. With regard to R and D performed by in
dustry, there are wide varfations amongst countries, the proportion
being considerably higher in the U. S. A. than in other Member countries.
However, this .flgure includes for some countries important sums of
government-financed Rand D, the primary purpose of which is often not
the development of technology for sale in world markets. Rand D'
financed by industry is almost certainly more oriented towards the
objective of penetration of world markets, and here the variations
amongst countries are smaller, and the pattern very different. Indeed,
in relative terms, the industrial R and D efforts of Japan, the Nether
lands and Switzerland were of the same order of magniinde as those of
the U. S. A.

216. With regard to trends in industry-financed R and D over time,
the time periods for which data are available are too short to enable any
definite conclusions to be drawn. Nonetheless, they do not lend com";'
plete support to the hypothesis that countries with relatively low levels
of intensity of industrial R and D effort will tend to have rapid rates of
increase, and vice versa. This may have been the case in Austria,
France and Norway (countries where industry-ffnanced R'andD is r ela
tively low ,.but increasing rapidly) and in the United Kingdom and the
U. S. A. (countries where industry-financed R and D is relatively high,
but stabilising), but it does not appear to have been the case in Italy
(relatively low level and low rate of increase) or in Germany and the
Netherlands (relatively high levels and high rates of increase).

B. 2. Government Financed Rand D

217. Governments can influence the potential contribution of national
R and D resources to technological innovation through the objectives it

."...assigns.. to. the.Rcand..·D.thatit·finances;··the··strength··of'thiS,infltlence'
depending, of course, on the proportion of government-financed R 'and
D in the tuitional total - a proportion that varies amongstMember coun
tries from about one-third to more than two-thirds. It has not been
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possible to compile for this report data on the objectives assigned to
government R and D in the Member countries. Nonetheless, the exam
ple of the United Kingdom suggests that it is possible to achieve quite
rapid changes in the balance of objectives towards which government
financed Rand D is mobilised. During the six-year period from 1961/2
to 1967/8, defence-oriented R and D increased (at current prices) at
less than one per cent per year, and civil Rand D by nearly13%, of
which industry-oriented Rand D by more than 19%, with the result that
civil Rand D increased from about a third to a half of total government
commitment, and industry-oriented Rand D from 11 to 23% (91).

218. Governments can also increase the coupling between R and D and
Industr-Ial needs through the influence that it has on the pattern of per
formance of Rand D. Tables 17 and 18 show that, in countrtes with a
relatively high level of Rand D within government laboratories - Canada,
France, Norway and the United Kingdom - the relative importance of
such laboratories has tended to decrease over time, partly due to the
switching of government-financed R and D into industrial laboratories,
and - in Canada and the United Kingdom - to a relatively slow rate of
increase in government Rand D expenditures. This reflects the policy
judgment that Rand D feeds industrial innovation more effectively if
performed in or closely linked with the industrial sector itself. Only
in Germany, Italy and the U. S. A. has the proportion of Rand D under
taken in government laboratories increased - but in Germany from a
very IQW initial level.

219. However, Table 17 also shows that, in spite of these adjustments,
the patterns of performance of R and D in Member countries have chang
ed relatively little in absolute terms - and this in spite of the relatively
rapid growth rates of national R and D expenditures in many countries
(see Table 18), and in spite of the possibility - shown by the U. K. expe
rience - of quite rapid shifts in the objectives of government financ-
ed Rand D. This suggests that any policy for the radical re-orientation
of patterns of national R and D performance must be conceived over a
time span of at least five years.

B. 3. Policy Measures

2,20. ill trymg toImprove the effectiveness of Rand D in relation to
technological innovation, member governments' policies have often tend

~,q,t9qgP:£~nJEat~_9.l'l",tyg",~:r~fl;§,:"",thl?",J;_-~q9:qY~_:r,~!9B"9!,gqy.~J11m~p._t,1_~RP,:t',~7,,c
torie~ and the;'nc~;;ragementofRa~clp;';'ithinind;;strialfirms, ··The ..
drawbacks of government laboratories need uot be spelt out at length
here. They relate essentially to the drawbacks associated with isolating
R and D tasks from changing requrrements and'opportunities,and from
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th,e,process.or applfcatlonand commercialisation. ,,' Member governments
have taken a number of measures to overcome these weaknessesr Jnclud
ing - ,as we have seen - :th,etransferofcapabilitie,s toindustry, and also
the carrying out in government Iaboratortes of research of direct interest
to industry: in the U. K. Nuclear Research Centre at Harwell, for exam
ple, about 20% of the research at present being carried out there is in
association with industry (134),

221. However, one might also ask if there are areas where govern
'ment research laboratories could provide inputs into the process of tech
nological innovation better-then other types' of institutions. There may,
for example, be areas 'where many 'firms would benefit from 'tecfulo16g~:

ical advance,but' each to an extent insufficient 1'0 warrant mounting a
r esearchprogramme:' ,'standards, :C~librat~on, ql1~ity:control,,:in~te~ials,

and process engineering come to mind as possible 'examples, as 'do areas
whe~e government has a major role, in defining, teclmolo,gical r equire
m~~ts(e. s .. public translJortatio~~.··e,ducation,lle;~lth,col1Str~ction)~ ,But
whatever theapprop'riate roleol,government ,~aboratori,es,in",the innova..;.
tion proce~s;'the importallce of pers(H~:"to"'pers()~"contact,and'of the

-"'movement ofpeople forteclmol?gical. in~o~a.:tionm~ans thatclo~elinks
between' g~~~rmllentlaboratories,alJ.dil1dustrial firIns, are ess~ntial,'and
that all possible means should be taken 'to ensure the mobility of scient
tsts and erigmeers between government and industry. This point will be

;'take:n,up 'agatn Iater,

222. Many member 'governments ,1lave also given loans' -reimbursable
in the case of commercial' success vto industrial firm,S for, the,p~rf()r
mance of Rand D:related to commercial, technological innovation. This
practice began after the Second 'World War 'inthe'air'craftand"riuclear
industries and has been adopted over the past five years in a 'Wider num
ber of industries and countries (92), Loans given by government for
industrial Rand D have ~?metimesbeen very successful in promoting
technological innovation (50, 92). When they have not, failure has often
resulted not so much from technical weaknesses as from inadequacies
in industrial structures of management, or from incorrect assessment,
of a potential market or the lack of ability to penetrate it.

223. 'Some 'n1~~ber g~vern.nie~ts' have'also"employedall1()!",eiridi,reet.
method of encouraging industrial Rand D by according fiscal advantages
,t9)i!'ms~R 'I!J4J?§l\P§mljiJl,;ve,' ..l311t .. i!'fopnatj9"9n the .effeet~.of.these
me~sur~~,is, available,oni~,J()~ d~~~~i~-,~'~ire';"'fisc;ar'ii1e~~~~~~',ill¥r'o~~~~d"'"
in 1961 led to, a c()nsidera~le' increase in capitafexpenditiires?ii:Ri','3J;l~'b,
some increase in current expenditures, and the initiation of R and D'by
firms who hadprevtouslybad noR and Dprogrammes. But Canada
found that the programme was difficult to administer: firms with large
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NOTE: Figures'irtbIacketsinc1ydenon~univerSity engineers ""lthpost':'seeoodary, education; ftgures not In brackets exclude them.
SOURCE: Gaps~I~ !Technology: Analytical Report. OECD,Paris.

Inrematlonal Statistical Year, Volume 1, DECP, Paris.
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C. 2. Existing Patterns

230. No comprehensive and reliable data exist on present patterns of
teclmological specialisation amongst the Member countries. Indeed, it
is doubtful that there ever 'could be, since it would be necessary to
collect a vast variety of date, technology by technology, product group
by product group, which would probably be out of date by the time it had
been compiled. Nonetheless, existing patterns of industrial R and D
give some broad indications of existing patterns of specialisation, with
the drawback that the industry classifications are often too broad and
that specialisation takes place within them, and with the reservation
that R and D is not the same thing as technological innovation.

231. Table 20 shows for twelve Member countries the percentage of
total national expenditures on Rand D in industry undertaken by various
industrial sectors. The Table is arranged so that, if all industrial sec
tors were included, the column for each country would add up to 100%.
Thus, by looking down the columns for each country, one can identify
the first three sectors in which industrial R and D is concentrated:
these sectors are marked with parallel horizontal lines. Similarly,
by reading across the rows for each industry, one can identify countries
where this industry accounts for a relatively large share of total,
national industrial R and D; these countries are marked with vertical
lines. Thus, closed boxes show industrial sec;tors in which countries
undertake a large Rand D effort, relative both to the total national
industrial R and D, and to the proportion in the same industry in other
countries.

232. The figures confirm the predominance of the electrically and
chemically based industries in industrial Rand D in all the advanced
Member countries; these two industries are always amongst the first
three in national totals, with the exception of chemically based indus
tries in Sweden (although Swedish R and D in the drug sector is relatively
strong). The aircraft and missiles industries rank in the first three in
Canada, France, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the U. S. A.; the
machinery and metals industries in Germany 'and Sweden; ferrous metals
in Austria and Belgium.

233. Three factors appear to influence patterns of specialisation in
industrial Rand D:

"~""""",.,,"'''''.'' . First,.accessto.,raw,.materials,,:whichaccountsfor,thehighll~

proportion, relative to other countries, of Industrfal. Rand D r esources
in paper, petroleum and non-ferrous metals in Canada, and in paper in
Norway and Sweden. But, even in these countries, raw material-based
industries rarely account for a large proportion of total industrial Rand D.
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Second, government policy objectives, which account in large
part for the importance of aircraft and missiles in Canada" France,
Sweden, the United Ktngdom and the U. S. A., and which have a strong
influence on the total level and deployment of industrial R and D.

'Third, the creation of technological capabilities in relation to
competition in world markets and which accounts for the relatively high
levels of industrial Rand D in chemicals in Belgium; chemicals, elec
trical and mechanical in Germany; transportation in. Italy; ferrous
metals, electrical and shipbuilding in Japan; machinery in Sweden;
chemicals in Switzerland. If detailed enough data were available for the
Netherlands, they wouldprobably show a similar concentration in elec
trical and' chemicals.

C.3. Implications for Government Policy

234. 'These data suggest that certain Member countries have already
achieved a high degree of technological specialisation linked to compe
titionin world markets. And the importance: of this requirement is
being stressed in reports to certainmember- governments:

"The size of France and ther'esources available impose natural
Itmits to the number and the size of the technolog.ical operations that
can be undertaken • .'. In generalv Industrral profitability cannot be
achieved in the totality of an industrial sector. An essential element
of industrial strategy will therefore consist in choosing, 'within each
sector, the areas where French industry has the best chance of being
competitive." (89)

"Britain thus faces the same problem - how to adjust industrially
(to <international technological competition) as do many other countries
of medium or small economlc stze ••• If there were anything like a
law of averages, we should not expect any longer to contribute more
than,at most, about ten per cent of the world's new teclmical know
ledge." (87)

235. However, in examining what would be ideal patterns of speciali
sation,Member countries often tend to eye with envy the patterns of
specialisation existing in other countries. In Belgium, relatively spe
cialisedin heavy chemicals, a government report has stressed the
relatively low levels of R and D effort in the electrical, mechanical
and synthetic chemical industries, where it was felt that there were

'"'''''"''''''' ""particularly,£avourablc"growth,prospects,(88),.c"m"l':xiiIllce"and,the""" "'"'"""''''
United Kmgdom.iboth .relatively .strong .tn.aerospace.i.the .government.. ':
reports, cited above call for .stronger efforts in, the, mechanical indus-
try, and similar,though non-official thoughts, -have been expressed
concerning the U. S. A. (97). On the other hand, in certain countries
without strong tec-mological efforts in aerospace, some have argued
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239. However, the two approaches may in fact be complementary, the
former being' concerned with the shorter term, and the latter with
support to education, science' and teclmology as the longer term basis
for potentially new patterns of specialisation. Both approaches are
reflected in policy recommendations and actions. Thus, in France,
comprehensive criteria have been developed for the support ofscience
and technology, taking into account "externalities", as well as technol
ogical and market opportnnities (98). As ageneral principle, ithas
been recommended that France be "active" in some fields in science
and teclmology, whilst only "vigilant" in others (89). At the same time,
financial support is given to projects of both a short- and a longer 
term nature. In Canada, it has been suggested that specialisation be
based on the specific requirements of Canada with regard to climate,
size and P?l?ulation patterns. Efforts in fundamental research should
be "active'[In areas where Canada has scientists of outstanding quality,
and in area~' related to Canada's needs - and "vtgflant'tIn cther area£;
as a hedge against unforeseeable change, and as.a means of .. effectively
absorbing the results of foreign science (99). Furthermore, the
Canadian Governmentte actively encouraging foreign based multinational
firms to specialise by establishing in Canada full responsibility for the
total corporate requirements of selected product lines in research,
development, c design and manufacture (93).

240., It is worth stressing, inconcluston, that successful specialtsatron
ultimately depends on industrial firms' technological and entrepreneurial
capabilities, and the opportunities open to them in world markets. Govern
ments can stimulate patterns of specialisation, and in the longer term
open up options for the establishment of new patterns. But given the
way in which the market economy functions, together with the uncertain-
ty and need for flexibility associated with scientific advance and technol
ogical innovation" they cannot impose patterns of specialisation. In the
framework of a multinational, economically integrated region, a country
has strong economic reasons for specialising in certain sectors if it,
can thereby complement the patterns of specialisation of its other, na
ttonal partners. However, without such aIramework, some governments
might feel that too great a degree of technological specialisation would
lead to too great a dependence on foreign technology in other areas.

D. LARGE-SCALE TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRAMMES

24r;"(;{)v~:"nJrient" do hay" an iJriportantinll lleIipe onpatterns dina"
ttonal technological specialisation - as well as on the total deployment
of national scientific and technological resources - through the support
tha~ they give (or do not give) to large-scale scientific and technological
programmes involving the commitment of considerable human and finan
cial resources. In the p~st,n;tany such programmes have been
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245. This evidence does not, of course, imply that government
financed projects have not had an important influence on technological
innovation in specific sectors, nor that these sectors are technologic';"
cally or economically unimportant. But it does suggest the validity of
at least one, and possibly both, of the following hypotheses: first, it
has been possible to specialise' in economically advantageous and in
tellectually stimulating sectors, other than those heavily influenced by
large. scale government projects, and which have often been those orient
eddirectly towards competition in international markets; second, the
innovattonsand advances in skills coming out of large scale projects
have effectively been diffused internationally - in other words, their
"pulling effects"*have,to' some extent at least, become international.

246. Whether these hypotheses will hold in future depends on the re
lative importance that one attaches to technological advances coming
out of large-scalc programmes by comparison with those resulting
from an alternative use of scientific and technological resources, It

" will also depend on the degree of "Internationaltsatton" of participation
in all the stages of large-scale technological programmes. It is proba
bly reasonable to predict that the greater the degree of internationalisa
tion, the smaller will be the temptation to start what might often be sub
optimal efforts.

Do' 3. Some Decision Parameters

247. As government reports have stressed, national decisions to
participate in large-scale programmes merit careful preparation and
analysis (88). In many respects, the parameters that must enter into
the decisions are similar to those relevant to industrial firms when
deciding their strategies for research and Innovation, Given available
resources, objectives .and the 'world technological and market environ
ment, should the project aim to cover a broad front, or should it be
specialised? If it is to be specialised, 'is specialisation to be based on
a strong existing capability, and - if not - how is the capability to be
created? Further, should the research and innovation strategy by
offensive (I, e. first in technology and _in the market), defensive (I, e.
second but more effectively in the market with one's own developed
technology), or absorptive (I, e. more effectively into the market on the
basis of technology developed elsewhere)? Given the inevitable technol
ogical and market uncertainties, an offensive'strategy implies the deft
nition of national policy towards high-cost, high-risk but high-return

~"';'~;~';'~:Pl"()j,e.cts;-':""a-defellSive'·'str~te~y':i:rnp~i~s:~h~,'definitio,n.?f"~-'l?rogr8:~~e:-~

. aiming at the exploitation of a competitive advantage once the technological

* In French, "les effets d'entramement",
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E.2. The Managers of Innovation

251. The increasing scope of technical change suggests another im
portant requirement for educational policy, namely, to train not only
the creators of new science and technology; but. also the managers of
technological change. But what are the educational characteristics of
"mnovator'a"? Unfortunately, the available statistics do not give any'
guidance. The data in Annex A to this report show a relatively low
cor-relation between national innovative performance and most national
educational characteristics, with the possible exception of graduate
scientists and engineers as a percentage of the labour force. Further
more, Table 21 shows, for six European countries, no clear relation
ship between national innovative performance and various educational
characteristics of chief executives of industrial firms. * These statistics
should not, of course, be overinterpreted, but they do at least suggest
that there is no established or easy solution to the training of innovative
management.

252. One solution is to make innovative managers out of scientists
and engineers with previous experience in R and D. Casual observation,
but no hard statistics, suggests that this is one of the main. source of
managers of innovation. But is a scientific training and experience in
R and D adequate in an area where, as we have seen, economic, social
and behavioural factors are often as important as technical factors, and
where there are often few laws established - and numbers available 
which enable innovative decisions to be reduced to the kind of hard cal
culus with which scientists and engineers are mostly familiar? Another
potential source of innovative managers is business education, which is
being considerably expanded in certain Member countries. Here again,
however, one must recognise that the long time- spans and uncertainty
associated with technological innovation often render conventional manage
ment techniques inapplicable. Thus, to be effective, both these solutions
imply teaching and research efforts focussed specifically on the manage
ment of innovation, and on the encouragement of entrepreneurial abilities.

253. This is the view of industry in the United Kingdom (154), and of
one recent conference on education for innovation held in the U. S.A. (153).
But the conference went further and criticised many aspects ofcontem
porary engineering education, arguing that too great an emphasis on the
acquisition of knowledge and the skills of analysis - coupled with too

a degree of specialisation - can kill the abilities of creative syn
and design in response to practical needs, which are the essence

* This confirms more fragmentary-evidence collected during the DEeD sector
studies on rechnologtcal.gaps,
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This problem, like the others mentioned in this section, is both
vast and complex. Given the scope and the resourcesavailable for the
preparation of this report; they cannot nnfortnnately be analysed in
detail here.

F. A FAVOURABLE CLIMATE FOR TECHNOLOGICAL
INNOVATION

254. The policy areas discussed above are widely recognised as having
a strong influence on the processes of teclmological innovation. But it
is important to stress that, through a wide variety of policy measures
on the faces of it quite unconnected withtechnological Innovation, gov
ernmenthas an important indirect influence, since these policies create
incentives for, or barriers to, the innovation process. When examining
the influence of such policy measures, certain key characteristics of
the innovative process must be kept in mind.

255. First, the activities undertaken in relation to it involve' a high
degree of nncertainty with regard to their outcome. This is true of all
stages of the innovation process. The outcome of-fundamental research
is uncertain in that a hypothesis may be proved or rejected, or that new
fundamental knowledge mayor may not be relevant to a practical appli
cation. Development work and enginee:ringinvolve uncertainties in that
full-scale products and plant may not perform as expected from calcula
tions and experiments in the laboratory. And there are similar uncer
tainties when launching an innovation, in that one often cannot predict
the -reactions of potential customers and potential competitors. Given
this uncertainty, risk taking must be rewarded, and individuals and
institutions must have the flexibility to adapt to new and unforeseen
situations.

256. Second, innovation implies change, be it changes in scientific
theory, engineering practice, the skill requirements of management
and labour, forms of organisation, or the habits of users. But change
is uncomfortable both for individuals and institutions, so that pressures
must exist for: change, and its social costs reduced as far as possible.

257. Third, the transfer of technological knowledge is mainly "person
embodied". In his study of 567 successful innovations in U. S. industry,
Myers found that personal experience and personal contacts were re-

""Sponsibl!LfgL\!1r,ee"q!@rjgr§,gL!!le"j*OJ;m~t!9nj!'Pl.J!§tgJJ!e,~e,i!"!oY~:,
tiOns,(4). Ihj§,me'llls that the.effective transferor technological know"
ledge requires the, encouragement of personal mobility and person-to
person contacts, both within and between institutions involved in various
parts of the innovation process.
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F. 2. Taxation

260. Systems of personal and company taxation are not the primary
cause of differences between countries in innovative performance. They
cannot be manipulated to create a technological capability ina country. '.'
where none exists. Yet they may have an important influence on the
effectiveness with which this technological capability contributes to
technological innovation through the rewards and growth possibilities
they offer to thosewho contrfbute to successful Innovation, Thus, a
recent report to the :U~:S. Government made a numberof recommenda
tions with .regard to such factors as.the carrying forward of losses and
stock options, designed to encourage the growth and viability of small,
science-based firms (2), and 'stmila.r, though non-official, suggestions
have been made in. the United Kingdom (95). .But it is difficult to make
recommendations "applicable: to all countries. There is no. comprehensive
evidence on the.influence of various types and levels of taxation on the
effectiveness of the innovative process. And given national differences
in taxation systems and in deficiencies: in the innovation, process, _there
is no single policy which would automatically recommend itself to all
Member countries.

F.3. Regnlations, Codes and Standards

261. Government-imposed regulatio~s_,,'c?des -and st~i1dar~s .also have
an important influence on the process of technologfcaldnnovation, -al
though very little empirical analysishas been published on their precise
effects; ' Nonetheless, given the characteristics on the innovat~o~P:r:O- '
cess, it is highly likely that rigid and detailed regnlation is likely to
stWe technological hmovation: it has been argued by the U. S. railroad
industry, for example, that Federal regulations governing railroad car
design have tended to freeze technology and to prevent siguificimtdesigu
change (96). Thus, regnlatory practices should probably be continually
revised in the light of technological possibilities, and should specify
performance and design characteristics, leaving open the possibility
for industry to respond with the most appropriate technical solution.

F.4. Government Procurement

262. As sizeable customers for the products of many industries, gov
ernments have an important influence on the pressures, incentives and

_~a~~i~:r:s ,~?',~_?v~tion~hI?~~~:~eifP:r.?~uI~lll,e~~p:acti:~~:s,:~;~?,~~~~
word~;t!lroll~htliell:'!ll:flU~n~~·not 9l\teCh1)olrigy it~elf; qut ?ntlie!##~
ket towhich technology can respond. By aCting as enl.ightened and
forward~looki1lg_customers,governments",Cfj,ll. reduc~ s9me, of :t?ey~ry,

_:_~ons~derable 1.Ulqertainty;which, as we have seen, is associated with the
,', 'market for techiiological innovation. However, -as a. recent report to' .

the French Government has stressed, it is important to maintain
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in one laboratory? Is normal civil service status for scientists in gov
ernmentlaboratories compatible with the effective exploitation of a
nation's scientific and technological capability? Could not juridical
and administrative practices be adapted so that research workerscould
move more freely in and out of government laboratories ?

266. There is also the question of what knowledge a research worker
can use when he leaves a government laboratory. In certain Member
couritries,he must comply with a "technological embargo", forbidding
him to use for an important length of time knowledge acquired whilst
·working for government (35). This can be a great drawback to the
firm that eventually hires him. It can also be an important brake on
the emergence of new science-based firms. We have seen earlterm
this report that successful science-based firms "spun off" trom quasi;';';
governmental laboratories at MIT are precisely those where the degree
of knowledge transfer is the highest. A more liberal attitude by certain
member governments towards knowledge 'transter> person-embodied or
otherwise - could lead to a greater' commercial return from existing
technological capabilities. Furthermore, it is worth noting that science
based entrepreneurs in Europe and the U. S. A. have often been exposed
to industry or to industrial management education. Could not more be
done;to inform, research workers in government laboratories of the
opportunities open to them in large firms and small, and of relevant
aspects of innovative management?

F.6. Science-Based Entrepreneurship

267. Indeed, the whole range ofpolicies tnfluencingthe emergence of
new, science-based firms could be aprofitable field of stndy and action
by governments. This has already been done in theU, S. A.,. where new
science-based firms appear to have flourished (2). It has not been done
elsewhere, where much less appear:s to be known about the phenomellon.
Part II, Section S.4 of this report has attempted to identify some. of the
differences between Member, countries. These suggest that, in addition
to the taxation question on which the U. S. report concentrated, it would
be necessary to examine the mobility of university and governmental
research workers, the availability of venture capital, and government
procurement practices with regard to new, science-baaed frrms,

F. 7. International Economic Integration

.. ··~268;"InternationllleCbribniic ·integratibri(inthesE!risebftlieliiwermg"·
~i 1>a~rie~s to the entry.of foreiinlllarkets and to the international mobil
ity of the factors of production) heightens competition, allow advantages
of scale andspecialtaationv offera more channels through which science
and technology can be exploited commercially, and increases the speed
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272. It goes beyond the scope of this report to examine this problem in
detail. Suffice it to say here that, given the OECD growth targets es
tablished for the 1970's, and the continuing pressnres of industrial com
petition, the pressures for techoological change will be as strong in the
future as they have been in the past. Furthermore, the competitive in
dustrial system has shown considerable strength in harnessing technology
to society's needs, once these needs are clearly articulated into a mar
ket. The policy challenge of the future will not be to stifle techoological
change, but to make the innovative system more sensitive to social re
quirements.

F.9. Conclusion

273. The relative brevity of this discussion of the factors affecting
the climate for techoological innovation should not be interpreted as an
indicator of their importance in the innovation process. Rather, it
reflects the past concentration of science policy makers on the scientific
and technological aspects of innovation ... This is notaltogether surpl'is
Ing, since science policy has been mainly the province of scientists, and
scientific research is the one part of the innovative process for which
solid and comparable data are available. Factors affecting the climate
of technological innovation are often conditioned by both policy measures
that ostensibly have little to do with techoological innovation and by deep
seated institutional, social and political attitudes to innovation and change.
In future, however, a greater understanding of the. influence of these
factors, and of related policy measures 'on the innovative process will
be required. And this probably implies a greater involvement of social
scientists. and thesocial sciences in the formulation of science policy.

G. SPECULATIONS

274. The main conclusions of the report have already been set out in
the Summary at the beginning. Here we shall therefore restrict our
selves to a few speculations on the role of government policy.

It is above all clear that technological innovation Is conditioned
by both technological and non-technologtcal factors. Certainly, the
support of scientific and technological activities is -essential for techno
logical innovation. But the support of .Iollow-up activities is also neces
sary for effective application, as are attitudes to risk-taking and exper
im:~ntation;·"theexistence'o:f"pressures'andrewards~"an.dth'e non;;;;'

existence of barriers. It is also clear that the various parts of.the
innovative process are, intimately, if indirectly, l inked, For example,
the relationship between capabilities in fundamental research and the
pressures, of industrial competition may be indirect, tenuous anddtfficult
to identify, but they nonetheless appear to be real,
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the ample information and analysis available on science policy and tech
nological innovation in the U. S. A. But is the U. S. A. the only successful
model that deserves examination, or even the most appropriate one?
The information presented in this report shows that there are other coun
tries, with much smaller resources and markets, and much lowerlevels
of government involvement, which also have a strong performance' in
technological innovation. A more detailed analysis of these countries'
experience and policies-would be particularly valuable.

279. Science and technology are important tn so many aspects of indus
trial society that many decisions about them inevitably involve political"
considerations, as well as the scientific, technological and economic
factors on which this report has rigorously concentrated its attention.
'The interaction of technology, economics and politics has been brought
out very clearly in C. Layton's recent review of European technological
co-operation (100)'. In particular, the policy implications oreconomtc
integration, .industrial structures, technological specialisation and
parttcipationIn large scale programmes are both important and intimate
ly linked; J. Defay has argued that poltctes with regard to access to
government markets have had an important influence' on the development
of .Industrtal structures - both Within and across- national boundaries
(101). And A. Cottrell has said the foflowing:

"For any single country with a GNP of no more than, let .us say,
5% of the gross world product, it is either economically and industrially
unrealistic to aim at a goal of being second to none in all sciences and
technology. What should it do instead? Aim at excellence fn a limited
number of selected fields ? Link up with other countries to form alarger
technological and economic community? But these require deliberate,
major, national decisions. " (102)

280. But, although technology and technological innovation have been,
and will continue to be, subjects of political concern, innovation is an
intimate and endogenous factor with modern economy systems. Policies
related to technology cannot continually be divorced from economic
considerations. Indeed, some have argued, such as S. Rolfe, that
technology and its economics have wider political implications:

"One interpretation of economic history would argue that at least
since the Middle Ages man's technological capabilities have outpaced
his social and political organIsing ability. The compass, the gnu, the
steam engine, the jet, the computer . . . are no more than stations along

..........the.technologtcal.way, more willcPme. SOtOQ.. have th!'r!'.h!'!'nPQliiiq"l...
way stations - the city state, the duchy, the confederation, the nation
state, and now haltingly in several areas, common markets. As technol
ogy for trade. •• pressed then prevailing political boundaries, those
boundaries have historically expanded to incorporate and use the new
dimensions technology made possible. " (103)
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Annex A

NATIONAL PERFORMANCE IN TECHNOLOGICAL
INNOVATION IN TEN COUNTRIES:

ITS RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER NATIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS OFTEN ADVANCED· AS BEING

IMPORTANT IN THE INNOVATION PROCESS

Introduction

In Book III of the Secretariat's Analytical Report on Technological
Gaps, an attempt was made to measure ten Member countries'
performance in technological innovation (139). Six statistical indicators
were usedto measure such performance, namely:

I. The Location of 110 Significant innovations Since World War Two

II. Monetary Receipts for Patents, Licences and Know-how (1963-64)

III. The Origin of Technology Imported by Japan (1969.-64)

IV. Number of Patents Taken out in Foreign Countries (1963)

V. Export Performance in Research-Intensive Industries (1963-65)

VI. Export Performance in Research-Intensive Prodnct Groups
(1963-65).

Each of these indicators has limitations 'on conceptual or statistical
grounds, and these were described in detail in Book III of the Analytical
Report. This is to be expected when an attempt is made to define and
mea.sure a, social phenomenon, such .as technological innovation, for
the first time. Similar problems of direct and accurate measurement
exist in.many other branches of the applied social' 'sciences.

"""'''''~'"~'~T''"'':,;''':l{~'~p"rfe0''ij1-e;Ti;;;'itations':''"';h~~"':th~';'~'~"';'i';""~~-dT;;t'~';~;"';;;"'-"~~';;';~~;d""'":~"
foi dlff~r'mces in country size (see Table 1\.1) there is statistically a
high degree of concordance" in each country's rankings. The actual

* I, e. a, high degree of agreement between the rariktngsof the six Indicators,
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rankings approximate to 70% of a perfectly concordant ranking. There
is statistically only a 1% probability that this degree of concordance
conld occur by chance. This means that it is highly probable that the
six indicators give an accurate picture of the ten countries I relative
performance in technological innovation.

Consequently, from Table A. 1, a composite ranking of the six
indicators of the ten countries! performance. in technological innovation
has been calculated (see Table A. 2). This composite ranking was
then correlated with the same ten countries! rankings according to a
number of national characteristics which are often advanced as being
important factors affecting Innovative performance.

Table A. 2. METHOD OF OBTAINING THE COMPOSITE
INDEX OF TEN COUNTRIES' PERFORMANCE IN

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION FROM TABLE A.l

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

COUNTRY SUM OF SIX
RANKING OF

COLUMN B
COLUMN 1 Le,

ll'lDICATOR RANKS
COMPOSITE

INDEX RANKED

Belgium ....................... 48 8

Canada ........................ 51 9

France ........................ 39 6

Germany ...................... 21 2.5

Italy .......................... 44 7

Japan ......................... 52 10

Netherlands ................... 22 4

Sweden ........................ 23 5

UK 21
I

2.5.......................... ,

USA .......................... 7 1
•.

Theresnlts ofthese correlati?~Sare p:es~ntedinTai>lei\.3:
o"They"s!'ggest"acorelativelY'h1gll:degte"'~'f'~orr~lafiofi15~tw~eIri)aiionar

performance-In teclfuological innovation and strength in fundamental
research '(as measured through numb~rs of .sctence NobelPrraes , and
of Physical and Chemical Abstracts), ibe presence of large firms
(as measured through the number of firms with annual sales of more
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li
1:

ji
ii, Table A. 3. (Cont'd),

V. Composite I~b.ex minus Germany, Italy and Belgium ..... - 6 5 - - 7 3 4 2 1 - - -
W. Average Nwriber of Years' Schooling of HLM ............... - 2 6 - - 4 5 7 3 1 0.29 n, e.

X. Average Nu~er of Years' Schooling of STF's ........•.... - 2 6 - - 3 5 7 4 1 - 0.11 n. s.

Y. Composite m,<tex minus Italy and Belgium ...............•.. - 7 6 2.5 - 8 J 4 5 2.5 1 - - -

Z. HLM with university Degree as a Percentage of Labour
Force , .. , .,......... , .................................. - 2 4.5 3 - 8 6 7 4.5 1 - 0.49 n. a.

,

Number of gfildu~ies and ec.ulvalent a, a percentage of the total Labour force.
Number of gra.dua;~es and equivalent In pure ,clence only. expressed as a percentage of tOlallabo", force.
Number of gradlJales and equivalent in engineering. expressed as a percentage of total labour force.
Combined nu·m!>ci;ofgraduates in science aud engineering, expres:sed as a percentage of rcrat jabour force.
Composite Index \hlnu, Ger:nany. as data was unavailable,
Average number <if year' of fOrmal schooling of the totallabollf force.
Composite index iRinus Germany, Italy and Belgium, as data WltS unavailable,
Average numbet ~f year, of formal schooling of high level manpower (lSCO major c1as:siflcalion. 0+1).
Average number Of year, of formal ,chooling of scientific and technical personnel (lSCD minor gron?, 00, 01, 02; OX).
ComposUe inde>; ~1nus Italy and Belgium.
Higher level manp;;.wer with university degrees and eq~lvalent as a percentage of the labour force,

t

li
NOTES AND SOURCES,

A ccrnpo<lII1··,imk'ed Index of oix cational charllcteri'tks ,,':vaoced a, being of impOrtance in .he !nIlovalioc process (source, Table A. Z).
As above. adjuSfe'd 10 include switzerland,
Size of market ,<¥eserited by GNP (sonrce: OECD).
Rand D expendlt*c, per capita financed by business enterpri,e (50urce\ OECD).
TOlal per capita expendltme on R and D (source: OECD).
Expendirure per 4PiUl on Rand D performed by bnriness (",urce: OECD).
Expendirure per C~Pita on Rand D financed by government (,ource: DECD).
Number of large firms represented by tbe number of firm, wUh annual sa"'s of $500m or more per million population (1964-65) (~fortune).
As above, but "'ijb fllm, with ,ales of $250m or more~: forlUne).
Research and deiv#opment ;nanpower as represented by loral number d Q. S. and E. in Rand D per 10, 000 population (,ource: DECO).
Reseaich and devetopmem manpower a, ,epresented by IOtei number of QSE in·induslry per 10, 000 populallon (,ourcer DECD).
A' above, bUt Qst and rechnioians In iuduSlry per 10, 000 popuiation~DECD), --
lucome per capit~ 1966 (S<lurce, DEeD).
Nobel prizes In clf"mUlry, pbysics, medicine and physiology. 1943-67. expressed per bead of manofacturing population (sOurce, QUID, Pion. Pari').
Sclenliflc abstracts, 1961-62. expr=ecl pet head of mannfucmrlng population (S<lurce,Promo!!on and Organisation of Fundamental Research. DECO).
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Annex B

EMPIRICAL STUDIES ON TECHNOLOGICAL
INNOVATION: THE PRESENT SITUATION AND

SOME FUTURE NEEDS

I. THE PRESENT PATTERN OF EFFORT

Two facts will have become apparent to those who have read the
foregoing report. First, the overwhelming' majority of -emplr-Ical
studies on-technologtcal Innovatton have-been undertaken in the USA.
Second, therejs ample 'room for further fact finding and analysis- on
the- processes of technological .Innovatfori.

About 50 per 'cent of the papers, studies, reports, books, etc.
cited in this report have been written by U. S. ctttzensabout the 'USA,
and a further. 20 per cent wholly or partly financed with funds from
U.S. sQurces';:Receritly', Profe'ssorA.Rubensteinmade a surveyof
the levelof effort oflTresearch-on~research'\'which showed the rapid
increase of teaching and research in the field during the 1960's (143).
He 'found that, in 1968 ,53 U. S. rmiversities were engaged in' research
projects related to poliey aspects of science and technology, as against
20 foreign (i. e. non-U. S. ) universities.· He also found that 34 U. S.
industrial firms and 12 U. S. government agencies were engaged in
similar research, as against 9 foreign (i. e. non-U, S.) firms and
associations;

II. FURTHER. STUDIES AND THEIR RELEVANCE TO POLICY

".".".".",In,spite.oLits,existing.high"level..ol',aca<!emiceetl'ortT'';l,'isein'th'''''·'·''· '
USAthat the need for further ·studyof-theeconomicr-soclal-and-pollcy
aspects of science and technology hasbeen most clearly recogntsed.
As has already been mentioned in the report, Roberts has stressed the
need for further empirical research'onthemanagement of research
'andinnovation, ·in order to destroy the mythologtea sur-roundtng it 'and
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becomes evidentwhen an analogy is ,made with an area.where consider
able efforts have been made to collect empirical data related to science
and technology - namely R and D statistics. There can be little doubt
that the existence of thorough and comparable data on R and D has had
an important - through often indirect - influence on science policy
formulation in the Member countries. Yet this influence would not
have been so great - and would even have been thoroughlymisleadiug 
had it been based solely on the data collected by the U. S. National
Science Foundation.

N. THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

Governments can - and do -'influence both directly and indirectly
the level and direction of research and teaching related to problems
of science policy and technological innovation. As we have seen ,l a
number of U. S. Government agencies support such activities l and the
National Science Foundation publishes periodically an exhaustive list
of Current Projects on the Economic and Social Implications'of
Science and Technology. And .dur-lng the. course of preparation of
this .report , the Secretariat has run across a nwnber of research
and teaching programmes in other Member countries. This informa
tion tends to confirm what has been said earlier about the relative
balance between the USA and the rest of the OECD area, but shows
in addition that levels of effort vary widely from country to country
(many new programmes have been established in the UK over the
past four years), and that some of the programmes enjoy government
support. Given the potential returns from a better understanding
of the interactton between science, technology and the economy l

science policy makers in a wide number'of Member countries should
perhaps review the adequacy of- their' support -for research on
technological innovation - or even-sctence policy in general.

V. AREAS FOR FURTHER STUDY AND ANALYSIS

There follows a list of subjects, grouped under a number of broad
problem areas, which - on the basis of the foregoing report - would
appear to merit further data collection and analysis. Methods of
undertaking research on the various subjects might vary from the
development and testing of sophisticated models, through the collection

·········iilld·aillilysis6fstatistiCaldal,,;tbdetailea;descriIltiVe•••'easestudies;"
The value of the research would often be increased considerably ; if
national projects could be co-ordinated with similar projects undertaken
in other cormtries, thereby increasing the range of data available for
analysis l as well as increasing the possibilities of variation of the
parameters involved.
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13. The Objectives of Research and Innovation: products and proc
esses; improvements and changes; offensive, defensive and
absorptive strategies; government, industrial" and consumer
markets (21, 127-139, 247-248).

14. The Functions of the R and D Laboratory in the Innovative
Process (97); the Management of Rand D Scientists and Engineers
(109-113).

15. Organisation for Innovation - Definition of the Organisational
Characteristics 'of Successful Innovative Firms: the administrative
and entrepreneurial functions (102, 104-109); the interfaces
amongst R and D, prodnction and marketing (110 e 111).

16. The Educational, Sociological and Psychological Characteristics
of Successful Innovative Managemeut (63, 251-252); the Role
of Entrepreneur in Large Organisations (103, 114).

17. The Evaluation of Research and Innovative Ventures - Existing
Methods, their Utility and Desirable Future Developments: the
overall R and D budget (115); long term, exploratory research
(116); R and D projects and innovative ventures (120-126); project
control; evaluation of the output of R and D and innovation (16-18);
success ratesof research projects and innovative ventures (123).

18. Research, Innovation and Company Objectives: existing methods
and their utility (127); the role of technological and market
forecasting (52-54, 117cI19); the world environment - implications
for specialisation, Rand D and market strategies (131-139);
examples of successful strategies.

D. Fundamental Research, the Universities and Technological
Innovation

19. The Contribution of University/Fundamental Research to Tech
nological Innovation (149-156).

20. Patterns of Knowledge Flow from University to Industry: flows
of qualified scientists and engineers (157-158, 161-163);
consultancy (164-166); person-to-person contacts (160) - the
sociological and educational foundations of these contacts (189
199).

21. Industry's Influence on Patterns of University Research: university
training and research financed by industry (174-176); manpower

• ."requirements (170); technolcgtcal'specialtsatton and scientlfIC'" ..
specialisation (210).
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